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Introduction

The publication Thirdly: participation and good
ideas is a result of the project carried out by the
School for Leaders Foundation as part of strategic partnership in the youth sector as part of the
Erasmus+ Youth Program. The project partners
and the co-creators of this publication are the
organizations run by the Alumni of the Polish
Community Programs of the School for Leaders.
1. Stowarzyszenie Kulturalne Polonia Nova
from Hungary,
2. ProjektPolska.is from Iceland,
3. Polish Cultural Association from Scotland.
The aim of the "Leaders" project in a minority organization. Raising the standards of the
organization's activities on behalf of the mobilization of the young representatives of the Polish
communities and reinforcing the potential of the
Polish community organizations that perform
activities on behalf of the civil education of the
young representatives of the Polish community
(aged 18-30) in the EU countries. The reinforcement of the potential is carried out through
the exchange of good practices, common training sessions for the organization staff and the
elaboration of the new solutions that support
their work. As a result of the planned activities
the new tools are elaborated with the aim to increase the civil activity of the young people.
The last of a series of tools that we elaborated
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for you is the publication Thirdly: participation
and good ideas. It was financed with the funds of
the European Commission as part of the Erasmus+ Program and its content reflects only the
views of the authors. The European Commission
and the National Agency (Foundation for the
Development of the System of Education) are
not responsible for the use of the information
presented here.
In October 2016 a training session was held
on the active methods of work with the youth.
During the training 20 participants got familiar
with creative methods of work with young people. The new media, which are so important for
them, were also taken into account. This publication is a result of many months of work of
the four partner organizations that based on the
knowledge and the tools gained during the previous stages of our project tested those methods
in practice.
We wanted the knowledge related to the work
with the youth, which we are going to present
to you, to be as practical as it is possible. That
is why we want to share our own experiences in
this area. Moreover, we invited our collaborators
and volunteers to work on this manual. We hope
that the content of this publication will provide
support during the execution of the projects in a
participatory way, that is with the active participation of the young people at every stage. In our
view, such an approach is the most inspiring one,
as well as effective, creative and prospective.
However, we are aware of the fact that it is not
an easy process in which you and your students
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will learn a lot from one another. You will find
here practical guidelines with regard to planning
the work with the youth and interesting ideas
that contributed to the success of our organizations.
We encourage you to get familiar with the
publication and to use it in your everyday work.
We hope that the tips and ideas included in it
will inspire the Polish community organizations
and the youth organizations from Poland to act.
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Why participation and good ideas
are important for us?
Because we owe our previous
experiences to the young people!
It results from our diagnosis that one of the
biggest obstacles that prevent the youth from
engaging in the local activities is the insufficient
knowledge of the language and the lack of information with regard to what is available. Throughout the first five years since their arrival, and
sometimes even for a longer time, the immigrant
youth tends to be excluded as they don't have the
same support from their families, friends and the
network of contacts as their peers.
For the purpose of this publication we reviewed many examples of strategies of cooperation with the youth from the United Kingdom.
We also run a series of discussions with the local
Scottish and Polish community organizations
that work with the young people. It turns out that
the local organizations have little experience in
the work with young immigrants, they have no
contact with them and their offer contains few
interesting projects in which the individuals with
limited language possibilities could take part.
In turn, the Polish community organizations,
provided that they have offer for the young people, are often able to fulfil this gap only to a small
degree. Thus, we can state that the immigrant
youth doesn't have the same personal growth
opportunities as their local peers. The reasons
of such situation include the Polish community
non-government organizations that often lack
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qualified staff that would be able to work with
the youth, as well as the funds for their activity
and the support from the organizations that have
more experience. However, based on our previous
projects, we can say that the effective activity in
such circumstances is possible. The key is to reunite the people who are interested in the activity
of your organization while offering them the opportunity of personal growth.

That is because the Polishnes is an
integral element of our identity and the
work on behalf of the Polish community
organization is a way to maintain contact
with the Polish culture and the language.
The work on behalf of the positive image of
Poland and the Polish community was the main
source of motivation for us to carry out the research. Many of us felt the need to undertake the
activity on immigration when we realized that
it will reinforce our personal sense of identity
while abroad and it will shape the general image
of Poland in the places where we live and work.
We wanted to take care of the good reputation of
our country and to protect our national heritage
abroad, as well as the language and the culture.
On the way we met the Poles of the second
generation, the vast majority of who were the
children of the Polish soldiers who settled down
in the United Kingdom after the 2nd World War.
Many of them do not speak Polish and they value
the contact with Poland. They are the most frequent visitors of our cultural events and they
helped us to realize the importance of the role the
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language and the culture play for the identity. The
next group that we have in mind when performing
our activities is the generation of the young Poles
who decided to emigrate from Poland after the
access to the EU in 2004 and now they bring up
their children abroad. It is also worth performing
activities for them to make them proud of Poland.

We lack the active participation of the
young people and the good ideas.
One of the largest challenges that our organizations face is the lack of participation and the
motivation to act. Sometimes we, the leaders,
need fresh ideas that could help us inspire the
new members and the younger people to participate in the projects, to take proactive approach
and to take independent decisions. We assume
that you may have similar needs. The young people also need the participation because in this
way they gain the key life skills. In turn, without
the participation of the young people the organizations are not able to perform their activities in
a sustainable way.

Because we often act in accordance
with the principle "from the project to the
project”.
For us – the organizations which are engaged
in a project, as well as for many other Polish community clubs and associations that mobilize the
youth in Europe, it is common to act in accordance with the principle of volunteering and "from
the project to the project". We often form more or
less formal structures that are driven by passion,
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engagement, energy and the skill to build positive
relations with their members. Our projects often
involve a very small budget and a high level of
creativeness but we also focus in the first place on
fulfilling the needs of the people with whom we
work.
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What is participation?
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Joanna Zawadzka

Our vision
Imagine your organization to which young
people come everyday. They participate in the
projects that give them wings. They run social
media, they establish friendships, they boast of
their achievements and they are willing to undertake the new challenges. They are proud of
the organization's achievements, as they are the
result of the projects carried out together that
united the group and set the directions for the
future. Everybody feels well in their roles as they
contributed with something from themselves. The
individuals who are not related with the organization admire its achievements and ask about the
ones who stand behind them.

Us!
In this chapter you will find a lot of information that will help you to hear such an answer!
We would be happy if our experiences served as
a source of inspiration and if the projects that
you will coordinate were constructed in such a
way that the young people take responsibility for
them. Imagine that your work will be a huge success thanks to which the Poles in your countries
of residence will feel proud of the achievements
of the Polish community. Try to reflect on what
common activities could lead to this. In order to
achieve this goal, it is definitely worth using your
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whole experience and technical expertise, the
power of persuasion, the creativity and the skills
of organization.

Participation in theory
Participation is making it possible for the
young people to be partners in actions, to take
responsibility, to take the opportunities to grow,
as well as to share the ideas, to think independently, to express opinions efficiently, to plan, to
prioritise and to be engaged in the decision making process1
Participation has always been the pillar of the
work with the youth. It is guaranteed in the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child2 and it is
binding in all the countries of the world. It also
makes a base for the work with the Polish community youth.

1

Save The Children – Reaction Toolkit.

2

https://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf
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Convention on the Rights of the Child
approved by
The United Nations General Assembly
on the 20th November 1989

Article 30

In those States in which ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities or persons of indigenous
origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority
or who is indigenous shall not be denied the right,
in community with other members of his or her
group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess
and practise his or her own religion, or to use his
or her own language.
Article 31

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child
to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of
the child and to participate freely in cultural
life and the arts.
2. States Parties shall respect and promote the
right of the child to participate fully in cultural
and artistic life and shall encourage the provision of appropriate and equal opportunities for
cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure activity.
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Dr Roger Hart, who elaborated the commonly
applied model of participation, called the "ladder
of participation" (1997), defines the participation as a fundamental civil right. The "ladder of
participation" focuses on the change of the relation between an adult and a child in the direction
of handing over the initiative and the execution
to the children with the supporting and appreciating participation of the adults.
Hart underlines that the levels of activities
with the youth can be divided into apparent (the
first three levels) and real (the four next levels).
According to Hart the adults often, even without
being aware of it, manipulate the young people
pretending that they have real impact on the
reality. The research shows that the young people
detect such situations while not always disclosing this knowledge and they get discouraged from
performing further activities with the adults or
any activities at all! Hart warns against the tokenism or the activity that aims to make an impression that the particular group of young people is
included in the structures or activities.3

3

Roger Hart’s Ladder of Participation,1997.
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The table based on: Roger Hart’s Ladder of Participation.1
The levels of participation according to
Sherry R. Arnstein

The level of
Roger Hart's
ladder

Lack of participation 1. Manipulation
The young as clients/
consumers
The "non-participatory"
levels on which the
power relations are
clearly defined. They
aim to "educate" the
participants with the
help of "facilitators"
towards the particular
model of behaviour.
They assume imbalance
of knowledge and
experience, and the
2. Decoration,
participants must
ostensibility
"reach" the standards
set by the facilitators.

1

ibid.

Description

Example

The children do or say what
the adults suggest them but
most often they don't understand the meaning of their
statements or the context.
The adults ask the children
about their opinion and then
their statements are changed
with regard to a third person
thesis. The children do not
have the opportunity to "authorize" the statements.

The adults use the
youth to provide
the support for
their projects and
they pretend that
they are inspired
by the youth, e. g.
the day of the fight
against AIDS at
school.

Young people as decoration
for events and activities with
which they do not identify
themselves.

The children participate in the
events, e. g. they
sing, dance and
wear costumes the
meaning of which
they do not understand. It is for
example the participation of the
representative
of the student
council in the reunion of the teaching staff without
having the right
to speak or to get
familiar with the
discussed matters.
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3. Participation
Tokenism –
for the show
the activity that
aims to leave an
impression that the
particular group of
e. g. young people is
included in the structures or activities
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The children are asked to
Fictitious class
express their own opinion but or school student
they do not have any impact
councils
on the form of expression. The
adults most often do not take
into account this voice or they
take it into account in unimportant matters.

4. Assigning
(dividing) the
tasks + reliable
information

The adults make decisions
with regard to the activities,
the young people may register
as participants or the tasks are
assigned to them. The children understand the meaning
of the activity (project); they
know why they are carrying
out certain tasks and who took
the decision on their engagement. The adults respect the
young peoples’ perspective of
the activity.

The money collection on behalf of
the treatment of a
sick colleague from
the class.
The organization
of the schoolholiday, the idea of
which is proposed
from the above but
the students are
independent when
making decisions
with regard to the
details.

5. The adults
make the
decisions after
consulting them
with and informing the young
people

The young people are informed and participate in the
consultations. The opinions
and the suggestions of the
young are taken into account.

The youth councils
and the student
councils that are
active
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6. The young codecide with the
adult initiators

The idea of activity comes
from the adults but the young
people are engaged in each
stage of planning and acting.
Their opinion is taken into
account and they can make
important decisions.

Volunteering on
behalf of the community and projects in the school
community initiated by the teachers.
The school authorities decide on
the organization of
the theatre festival but the form
of the festival, its
organization, the
selection of the
performances to be
staged is left to the
young people.

7. Initiative and
management
of the young
people

The idea of activity comes
from the children. They decided how the activity is to end
(what results to expect). The
adults are present, they support them but they do not take
over the "leadership".

The young people
initiate the social
actions, the construction of the
community.

8. The youth acts The idea comes from the chilwith the support dren, they carry out the whole
of the adults
project and invite the adults to
join and decide.

The executed projects and programs
give power to
the young people,
enabling them to
get access to the
experiences and
the knowledge of
the adults and to
learn from them.
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Participation in practice
In the context of work with the youth and the
civil education, the participation means the participation in the process of decision making and
the resulting possibility to shape the environment, as well as the general empowerment or the
feeling of being in control in young people. Including them into the process of decision making
means reaching an agreement – it is an ideal that
requires more than just one voting." Thus, the
participation also contributes to the development
of the personality.
That is why we believe that the projects run
in a participatory way bring much better results
to young people and your organizations than the
non-participatory projects. Practising the participation does not mean that everybody has the
same opinion. This approach assumes taking into
account the differences and noticing the advantages in them. Thus, searching for understanding does not have to mean that everybody has
the same beliefs. The participation exists thanks
to the differences between the people and it is
based on listening, talking and searching for effective and constructive ways of dealing with the
diversity of opinions. In this way, at the end of the
process, something brand new and common may
be created, something with which everybody may
identify.
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The real practising of the participation means
that all the members of the team support the
particular decision. Such situation considerably
increases the chance for the decision to be implemented. The participation is not a particular form
of interaction that – once defined – would enable
them to function properly. Instead, it is a certain
intention that one should not work on for too
long. With regard to your projects, it means that
the common activities of the team may be shaped
into the proper structures with the help of the
adequate methods and they may be run in a participatory way. However, the factor that decides
on the effective participation of the youth in the
project is their internal approach, understood (in
the spirit of co-deciding) as a readiness to transfer
one's own right to make decisions onto the other
individuals who are engaged in the project. Without this even the best methods do not result in
the real participation in the work on the project
but only in the apparent participation that will be
satisfying for you and will not support the young
people in their development. Another feature of
the participation is the rule of voluntary approach.
According to this feature, when presenting the assumptions of the project in your organization you
should be sincere and you should estimate in a realistic way whether the group is willing to participate in the project or not. The real participation
is possible only when the team members decide
on it voluntarily. If your volunteers feel that the
pressure is exercised on them so that they engage
in the project (e. g. only because the majority does
it or because it will be a pleasure for you), you run
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a risk that during the real work on the project you
will have to deal not with the team but with the
"public".4

4
https://www.goethe.de/resources/files/pdf94/poradnik-partycypacja-z-zalacznikiem.pdf
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Ok but what are
the benefits?
Polish Cultural
Festival
Association
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Ok but what are the benefits?
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Engaging the young people into the activities
has a positive impact on their personal development and it gives them an opportunity to use the
gained skills in the practice. The cooperation in
such form enables them to develop the attitudes
and competencies that they will need in their
further lives. It is particularly important for the
young people threatened with the social exclusion,
who often do not receive the same support from
their families, colleagues and friends in the place
to which they immigrated as in Poland. The activity in the Polish community organization provides
an opportunity to reinforce their self-esteem, it
enables them to experience new things and it creates the sense of belonging.
The cooperation with the young people also
brings many advantages for the organizations
that aim to increase the social participation and
for the community in which the person lives,
learns and works. For the communities the participation of the young people means the work
with the adults on the construction of the social
capital. It plays the key role in the development
of the local community and it helps to reduce
the negative attitudes towards the young migrants.
For the community the participation is the
method to deal with the social problems that the
young people face. It helps to level out the social
inequalities, offers the opportunity to gain new
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skills, reinforces the social integrity and creates
the awareness of democratic process.5

The advantages of participation
For the youth
For the purposes of this publication we reviewed
many examples of the strategy of work with the
young people in the United Kingdom and, while
the work with the Polish community youth is more
demanding than the work with the local youth, the
advantages are universal for everybody.
As an example we have chosen Children and
Young People's Strategy by Caerphilly, which was
created by the young people who have previous
experience in the area of social exclusion. They
defined the advantages of the participation in the
following way:
• The feeling of being heard, being a valuable
man and being appreciated.
• The respect for oneself resulting from the
possibility to express one's own opinion and
the sense of impact on the surrounding reality.
• Personal development. The increase of selfconfidence/ self-esteem/ aspirations that
have impact on the decrease of the number
of cases of threatening.
• The organizations that work with the
youth, including the schools, have more
5
Torfaren children and Young People’s Participation Strategy, http://
www.cwvys.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/HB-Enabling-Participation.
pdf.
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opportunities to react to the needs of the
young people.
• Increasing the knowledge on how to participate in the society while growing up.
• The possibility to use and practise important
life skills such as problem solution, decision
making, negotiating, listening, communicating or providing and receiving feedback.
What will the participation in the activities of your
organization give the young people?

• The possibility to present one's own skills
and strong sides, testing one's own abilities
in action and experiencing success. This in
turn reinforces the young people’s faith in
their abilities and motivates them to participate actively in the life of a Polish community organization, which goes beyond the
executed project.
• Taking the responsibility for the project,
identifying with the common goal and forming the readiness to invest energy in the
initiative and to propose one's own ideas.
• Developing the social competencies and the
so-called soft skills, such as the skill to work
in a team or good time management. The
work on the common project provides great
opportunities to test oneself in the area of
the skill of communicating with the others,
fulfilling the commitments, making compromises, dealing with the time pressure and
with the fact that the others may have a different opinion.
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Plus it offers:
• Fun and satisfaction;
• New experiences and aspirations;
• Cultural, identity and creative self-awareness;
• Contact with the Polish language;
• Possibility to share one's own ideas,
thoughts and feelings;
• The way to discover one's own talents;
• The opportunity to do valuable work;
• The opportunities of career development in
a non-government organization;
• Education and development of skills;
• Development of creativity;
• The possibility to develop one's self-confidence and self-esteem;
• The opportunity to improve one's communication skills;
• The possibility to gain experience with the
work in the group, cooperation and multitasking;
• The possibility to make new friends and
to build relations with the peers and the
adults;
• Positive cooperation with the peer group
and the adults;
• Engagement in a social activity;
• Engagement in the decisions taken in the
organization and co-creation of the offer for
one's own group;
• Professional work and/or training;
• The possibility to use the alternative
methods of learning and working with the
young people, which due to the change of
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the education system and the language of
teaching does not take advantage of the didactic methods.

For the organizations
• The possibility to spread the responsibility
on many people. It takes off you the obligation of having knowledge on every topic and
doing all the activities. You engage other
people in the project and at the same time
you give them the opportunity to co-participate in the work.
• The opportunity to teach the young people
how to accept and to tolerate the people
who think differently, to allow and to support the diversity in an organization.
• The opportunity to complete common tasks
with more freedom. When carrying out the
project in participatory manner the feeling of
security in the group increases, as everybody
feels co-responsible. It creates the conditions
to deal with the tasks in a flexible manner.
• The execution of the projects that will meet
the needs of the young people.
• More effective and flexible methods of work.
• Active engagement of the organization in
the personal, social and civil development of
the Polish community youth.
• Better quality of the decisions taken by the
organizations and better use of the funds allocated to the work with the youth.
• The impact on the attitudes of the young
people and the development of their learning skills.
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For the community
• The young people with the developed civil
awareness will have the skills to enforce
their rights.
• The active participation of the young people
in the activities on behalf of the community.
• The adults and the young people will have
better contact with each other, the social
bonds will be created between the older and
the younger members of the society.
• An inspiring environment will be created in
which it will be easier to develop aspirations
and the possibilities to work on behalf of the
particular goals.
• The ideas to solve social problems.
• The decrease of negative youth attitudes
and the subsequent reduction of antisocial
behaviours, vandalism and the problem of
threatening in the schools.
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The ethics of work with the youth
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Kasia Jackowska
Below you will find the basic ethical rules and
legal regulations that you need to remember
when preparing the projects with the participation of the children and the young people. The
majority of these rules make also good guidelines
for the work with the adults. You need to take into
the account that in every country these rules are
regulated by the appropriate regulations and you
need to get familiar with them in detail before
you start to execute the projects.
1. Declaring the participation based on the full information delivered with regard to the planned activities.

You need to remember that when working with
the underage participants it is necessary to obtain the agreement of their parents or guardians but it is not equivalent to the agreement
of the future participants who should have a
chance to articulate their agreement to participate. Under no circumstances should it be
a forced agreement but it should be based on a
conscious decision. The organizers are responsible for informing about the goals, the flow
and the potential use of the results. The future
participants should have enough time to think
and to make the decision with regard to the
participation.
The agreement expressed by the young participants is necessary to start the project. It would
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be the best to have all the permissions in the
form of written declarations. You should also
think whether it would not be worth taking
into account the remuneration, particularly in
the case of time-consuming research, but not
in a financial form. It could be a refund, coupons or vouchers.6
2. Making it possible for different social groups to
participate without excluding and marginalizing.

Depending on the themes and the scope of the
scheduled projects, diagnoses and data collection they should take into account all the
social groups that could provide valuable information. Some of them may seem more difficult to get engaged but it is worth making an
effort to reach them to have a fuller picture of
the particular situation7
3. Avoiding the creation of the situations provoking
stress and mental or physical discomfort.

You should remember about using the language that would be appropriate to the age of
the participants. You should also take it into
account when applying all kind of help, pictures, illustrations, props, etc.
4. The protection of the personal data and the messages received during the executed projects.

The organizers are responsible for the creation

6
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/globalassets/documents/evaluation-ofservices/research-ethics-committee-guidance-applicants.pdf
7

http://www.ethicsguidebook.ac.uk/
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of safe conditions that will enable the participants to participate in a comfortable way.
That is why you cannot overestimate the good
communication and the clear messages to the
participants, not only about the activities that
are currently run as part of the project but
also about the further use of information. The
participants should be guaranteed anonymity,
plus you should ensure them that their opinion
with regard to the project is very important,
that it should never be a source of discomfort
for them and that they can always draw back
and cancel their participation.
Working with the young people you should
remember about the ethical dimension of the activities run with the help of the applied methods,
organized actions and events and about the way
of data collection and further processing.
The organizers should enable the participants
to express their opinions on the project, they
should be open to constructive criticism (feedback) and they should draw conclusions for the
work on the future projects.8 It is popular to use
the forms that are delivered to the participants
after the project so that they can share their opinions.

8
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.165641!/file/SREGPChildren-Young-People.pdf
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Materials for thought

We prepared a set of important questions that
it is worth asking yourselves before you start to
think seriously about engaging the young people
into your activities. They will not only enable you
to better understand the needs of your organization but you will also be able to check whether
you are ready as an organization to face the challenge and to prepare an attractive offer for the
young people, which will help you to implement
the vision and the mission of your organization.
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Exercise "Discussion Drivers"
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MEETING 1
Diagnosis

Materials: flip chart and writing tools
How to do it? Each of the three ses-

sions of this exercise can be run in the
form of a café. The participants are seated at the tables for several people. They
discuss certain issues (only one issue is
discussed at each table) depending on
the decision of the facilitator or at the
given signal, or when the participants
fell like doing it – some people pass to a
different table to discuss another topic.
This a bit different café and unordered
atmosphere favours fast exchange of
opinions, as well as the processing and
the developing of the results of work of
different groups.
Time: 3 sessions × 1.5 hours
Participants: the whole organization
team including all the individuals interested in the organization and the people
who might get interested or the people
who are already active.

Who are the young people to whom
you will address your activities?
What is definition of the youth that
you will work with (age, interests, needs,
circumstances)? What are the similarities and the differences in this group?
What is the "youth culture" in your
target group? Do the young people define it or is it defined for them?
What methods were used to engage
the young people? What was working
and what was not?
Do all the members of the organization who will work with the young
people know what the following terms
mean: "excluded youth" and "youth from
the increased risk group" and what may
be their implications in your work?
What is the terminology that the
young people identify with most?
How can you survey the interests and
the needs of the young people? Can you
meet them?
What roles do the young people fulfil
in your organizations? Are they only the
recipients or the creators, the volunteers
or the animators?
What barriers make it difficult to engage the young people in the activities?
The real and the perceived ones?

Thirdly: participation

Ok but what are the benefits?

MEETING 2
Strategy

Do the needs and the interests of the
youth form part of your vision and mission?
What can the Polish community organization offer to the young people?
What is your motivation to work with
the young people?
How to make the young people feel
part of your organization?
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MEETING 3
Partnerships

How to search for the partners who
will help you in the work with the young
people?
What local organizations in your area
work with the youth? Did they manage to
engage the young people of Polish origin?
What will your cooperation with the
partner be like and what advantages will
both sides and the youth have from it?
What provokes conflicts in the cooperation with other organizations and
how to deal with them?

When doing this exercise we encourage you to use the knowledge included in
the previous manuals: Firstly: diagnosis
and Secondly: strategy.

Thirdly: participation

On non-formal
education

On non-formal education
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The extraordinary power of
non-formal education
Foundation School for Leaders
Elaborated by Kuba Radzewicz
I discovered that good education can be a powerful tool to change the world when at the age of
15 I took part in my first serious training. I was
lucky that I found myself in a group of the youth
leaders from all over Poland, who were to be
trained by the best trainers of informal education
in Poland. It was a training cycle run as part of the
Youth in action Program. Thanks to this training
I started to act effectively on behalf of the youth
in my town, I believed in myself and I changed
a piece of the reality that was surrounding me. I
would not have achieved it without this training
program and those trainers.
Today I am a trainer myself, I run activities
with the youth and the non-formal education
remains one of the most popular and favourite
learning methods. It is widely used by the youth
organizations, the youth workers, the teachers
and the educators. It is also recognized by public
and educational institutions. Nowadays nobody
doubts that it complements perfectly the formal
education. What does the non-formal education
look like form my perspective? I invite you to read
a few comments below.
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Non-formal education, that is
what?
Below you will find a few points that will explain in the simplest way possible what the nonformal education is. They are inspired by the
content of the website of the Polish part of the
Erasmus+ Youth Program.9
• Firstly – it is an organized way of learning
in which the person who is learning is in the
centre of attention and the trainer (facilitator) creates adequate conditions and supports them.
• Secondly – it is voluntary and it assumes
that the more work and attention each participant dedicates, the more they are able to
learn during the process of non-formal education.
• Thirdly – the learning process is carried out
by means of practice and experience ant not
through remembering information.
• Fourthly – the group and the process it is
going through is a very important element
of non-formal education but at the same
time each participant is responsible for the
flow of their own process of learning.
• Fifthly – the emphasis is put on creativity
and non-standard way of thinking of the
participants.

9
http://erasmusplus.org.pl/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/czym_
jest_edukacja_pozaformalna.pdf
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The triangle of competencies
The methods used in the non-formal education
are usually all the contrary to the typical learning
process understood only as gaining knowledge. It
means building the educational process around
the so-called triangle of competencies. According
to this attitude each competence consists of three
basic elements:
• The knowledge, that is the answer to the question "What do I know?";
• The skills, that is the answer to the question
"How do I act in practice?";
• The attitudes, that is the answer to the question "Why am I doing it"?.
The knowledge is the most typical part of
competencies known from the school. Non-formal
education and work with students are very often
based on the knowledge concerning the processes
of group functioning, interpersonal communication, learning processes, etc. The knowledge during the training sessions often means referring to
the theory (e. g. in the area of psychology or management) that we are trying to present during the
specific tasks or games.
The skills provide the way to accomplish various activities or they represent the practical aspect of knowledge. For instance, we may know
what the feedback is. However, without learning
how to provide it we will not gain this skill. Of
course, the skills gained in non-formal education
can be different and they may concern such aspects as work through projects, obtaining funds,
cooperation with the adults, the officials and the
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authorities or using the social media or digital
tools for communication.
The attitudes are the most difficult and the
most elusive part of competencies. In my view
they are closely related to the values and the
principles we believe in. The attitude is a kind of
belief, e. g. about the appropriateness and relevance of engagement in the public life or help as
part of volunteering work. The attitude is the key
element for the good use of knowledge and the
skills that we have.
Projecting our activities with the young people
it is worth going back to the triangle of competencies and preparing the program of the meeting
or the training in such a way that the scheduled
tasks aim to have impact on each of the elements
mentioned above. It is important because the
three elements of competencies are connected
with one another and none of them will work well
without the others.

The Kolb's cycle
In non-formal education that I know and
which I most often experienced as a participant or
a trainer, the basic educational scheme is the so
called Kolb's cycle. It is a way of learning of adults,
which may be well applied when working with the
young people and the young groups. The Kolb's
cycle illustrated the learning process based on the
four basic stages.
In general, the Kolb's cycle is based on going
through experience from which one can draw conclusions useful in everyday work. This experience
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concrete
experience

active
experimentation

reflective
observation

abstract
conceptualisation

may take very different forms: games, simulations,
debates, exercises for the whole group or case
studies.
After completing the task the group tries to discuss with the trainers what happened, which means
that they pass to the reflection stage. The main goal
here is to look from the side at the way in which the
task was completed, at the particular stages, at the
strategies according to which it was completed and
finally, at the behaviour of the particular members
of the group in the particular moments.
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The third element of the Kolb's cycle is the attempt to name the conclusions that result from
the reflection and to refer them to the commonly
binding theoretical knowledge. It may be technical, industry (e. g. when case study is an experience) or psychological knowledge (e. g. when it is
the practice in the group). The aim of this part is
the attempt to refer the group’s experiences to a
wider context.
The last stage of the Kolb's cycle is practice,
that is the attempt to find the answer to the question about the conclusions that can be drawn
from the whole experience, the reflection and the
theory for the further work of our group. At this
point we wonder how we can do something differently the next time and how we can change our
activity.
Thanks to the conscious application of the
Kolb's cycle we can go through the whole learning process with a group. Of course, we may freely
modify this cycle starting from the second or the
third stage. For instance, when the members of
the group know one another and they work together everyday, we may ignore the experience
part and pass straight to stage of reflection and
drawing the conclusions.

Non-formal education in practice
Most often the methods of non-formal education are used during the youth projects created
by the young people themselves or by the organizations that work with the youth. They may be
different kinds of training sessions, workshops,
games, projects and tasks. Non-formal education
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may take different forms and shapes, it may take a
long or a short time but the principles presented
above are what unites them.

Non-formal education versus civil
education
In non-formal education the traditional vertical model of passing the knowledge – from the
master to the pupil is abandoned. Here the masters are responsible for creating, with the help of
their knowledge and experience, such conditions
that will enable the pupils to learn as much as it
is possible. What is more, the masters may also
learn from the pupils as they do not posses the total knowledge and it often happens that when the
training is dedicated to such topics as relations in
the group or the IT tools, they may even have less
knowledge. That is why the non-formal education
enables the young people to reinforce self-confidence and their competencies. The most important task of the youth worker is to establish good
contact with them, to create space where they
will be able to believe in themselves, to empower
them, to place them in the position of equal partners in the dialogue. All of that creates very big
chances that in the future the particular person
will become an active citizen, aware of their rights
and obligations.10
The change of the attitude of the young people towards their place in the society is the key
value for me when I work by means of non-formal
education. I have always admired the people
10

http://kulturaenter.pl/praca-z-mlodzieza-w-polsce/2013/11/
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who thanks to the training sessions were able
to believe in themselves, to find and name their
strengths and to start to act in the public sphere
– mobilizing the youth, talking to the authorities
and helping others.
I do not doubt that if we create the adequate
conditions, e. g. through non-formal education, the young people will believe in their skills,
discover their passions and interests and they
will learn how to take responsibility not only for
themselves but also for the surrounding world.
Such process creates a big opportunity to develop
the attitudes and civil skills that may complement
the knowledge gained in the school.

To be right or to have a relation?
It is a well-known statement that comes from
the training programs dedicated to the communication without violence. It may also be applied
in non-formal education. When we try to learn
through practice and experience, we less often
reach to the scientific knowledge that is the one
that is absolute and non-disputable. We more
often try to encourage the participants through
experience to reflect on their actions or the group
work and to draw the conclusions. And those may
be different and adequate to the reality of the
particular person. That is why non-formal education is not about being right but about building
such an atmosphere that will be safe for everybody and comfortable to learn. If we work with
our group for a longer period of time, e. g. during the workshops that take place every week, we
have a chance to build the relation based on trust
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and mutual respect. It is very easy to describe it
all. However, every trainer or educator knows how
difficult it is to achieve it. But, we should face the
challenge and opt for having a relation instead of
being right..

Non-formal does not mean without a
plan
One of the mistakes that are most often committed is too loose attitude towards the work with
the group in non-formal education. Of course,
such education does not take place in the formal
structure of the educational system that leads to
gaining the specific qualifications but it is still
planned educational process. That is why the
trainers are responsible for preparing an adequate
framework that they will propose to the group.
We sometimes think that all kinds of activities
or tasks that we propose to the group will be more
attractive than what normally happens at school.
I know many trainers who come to the training
totally unprepared and they apply the simplest
methods that do not require any effort to plan
the flow of work with the group. It is very easy to
descend into banality and to use proven but wellworn schemes: "count to five, divide yourselves
into groups, take a sheet of paper and try to write
down your answer to this question and then each
group may present their ideas."
However, non-formal education offers a much
wider scope of methods and tools that we may use.
It is worth to get familiar with them, to reach for
them, to experiment and to change the methods
of work continuously so as not to fall into routine
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and not to offer the young people the possibility
to participate in the exercises that they already
know very well.

Participation and technologies in
the work with the youth
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Alicja Pawluczuk,
cooperation Paweł Kopeć

The young innovators in the digital era
"We not only have to recognize that the young
people are true citizens but we also need to treat
them as potential innovators and the creators of
the new media."11
The digital era brings new possibilities in the
area of interactive learning, public access to information and community shaping. With the help
of technologies the youth not only gains such
basic skills as communication and problem solution but they also learn the new dynamics of the
social digital era. It is obvious that the young
people grow up and they feel very comfortable
when moving between the offline and the online
world. However, even though they are perceived
as natural internet experts, they still need support and guidelines. That is why we think that the
participation with the help of technologies should
be treated not only as an additional activity "after

11 Buckingham D., Youth, Identity, and Digital Media.,MIT press 2008,
London.
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school" but it should be an important part of the
mainstream education. The researchers suggest
that 65 percent of children who currently study
at primary schools will find employment in the
professions that we do not know yet. The ways
of getting familiar with and using the knowledge
in the 21st century in a dynamic way are changing. Creativity, entrepreneurship, innovativeness,
obtaining information independently and the
digital competencies are now necessary skills on
the labour market. In order to face the challenges
of the digital era, the youth workers should search
for new ways of communicating them effectively
and they should enable the young people to cocreate actively and responsibly the reality of
which the internet is an inherent part.
Luckily, many tutors all over the world notice
the unlimited innovativeness of the new technologies in science. Particularly, in the area of nonformal education many young people experiment
with the new and the old media and they are willing to share their experiences. You may find great
youth models of online journalism and digital
activism all over the world, e.g. among the young
participants of the UNICEF projects from the net
Adobe Youth Voice network.
The extraordinary thing about the expansion of the network is that it is the first time
in the history when people at such young age
may unite and their voice becomes important
and heard on the international level.
We believe that the unprecedented power of
digital infrastructure should be consciously used
by the youth workers in their work. We try to use
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the network resources in our organizations.
Of course, the digital world may also be the
source of problems. However, we may make
common efforts to face it via partner and active dialogue with the youth.
The scientists suggest that only thanks to the
real participation in the network reality the youth
can gain necessary knowledge to become responsible and conscious users of the new technologies.12 In spite of the fact that the online activity
is commonly regarded as a waste of time and a
distractor during the learning process, the digital
world offers new possibilities of gaining knowledge and skills. Up to date there is no scientific
evidence that would confirm the belief that the
so-called screen time has negative impact on the
development of a young person.13
To sum up, we believe that there are more
advantages than disadvantages of including the
technologies into the process of teaching the
young people and working with them. So, it is
worth using them while learning how to use them
in a safe manner. With new technologies our projects will not only be more innovative but above
all they will be available to a wider group of recipients. Before we start our digital conquest, let's
have a look at the possibilities and the risks related with them.
12 Livingstone S., Sefton-Green J., The class: Living and learning in
the digital age, NYU Press 2016.
13 Ethchells P., Fletcher-Watson S., Blakemore S., Chambers C., Kardefelt-Winther D., Mills, K.,… Pfeifer, J., Screen time guidelines need to be built
on evidence, not hype, The Guardian; https://www.theguardian.com/science/
head-quarters/2017/jan/06/screen-time-guidelines-need-to-be-built-onevidence-not-hype (17.01.2017).
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1. Young people as active digital citizens

The blogs, the vlogs and the memes are only
some of the ways of communicating one's own
views in the internet. Online surfing is not only a
great form of entertainment but it may also be the
platform to mobilize and to unite effectively the
young people to carry out common social activities. In the digital era the young people co-create
social campaigns, the portals of social journalism
and the educational portals. For the first time in
the history the young people have access to such
advanced tools to spread their views and to fight
efficiently for them. They are active digital citizens who may have significant and positive impact on our activity.
2. The young people are the experts of digital spaces.
Let's take advantage of it!

The majority of the current adolescents are
used to the new technologies. Communicating
with friends, doing homework or searching for an
answer to shameful questions are only some of
the situations where the old methods of obtaining
information were replaced by online search. This
technological agility and expertise of the youth
may be used in our projects. By taking to create
the conception of activity it is worth first trying to
answer in a group the following questions: What
skills does our team have? How can the new technologies help us with our project?
3. Concerns are natural. The risk and online security.

Each of us is afraid of the dangers present
in the internet. Many people openly admit that
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they lack the basic digital skills that could ensure
the safe functioning online for them and for the
young people that they cooperate with. How to organize or monitor the work of the young people?
An open discussion on this topic is a good idea.
During the group work it is worth thinking
about the tools (applications, smartphones, laptops, etc.) that we want to use and about the risk
related with this use. Enable the young people to
choose the technologies or applications that in
their view are safe and available. The next step is
to create and sign the common safety agreement
or the document that defines the rules of group
cooperation with the help of technology. By cocreating the agreement think about the answers
to the following questions:
• How can we ensure the online safety to the
project participants?
• What are the rules of online safety?
• To whom do we turn if there is a problem?
The safety agreement may also contain other
matters that are important for your project. The
poster with the provisions of the safety agreement
will remain in the centre of our attention till the
end of the project.
4. Computer, tablet or smartphone?

The often limited access to the new technologies may be one of the largest problems with
regard to the engagement of the young people.
What tools are available with our project? Which
of them do our young participants prefer? It is
worth discussing those matters in a group. Let's
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not forget that many young people have computers in their pockets. Smartphones are fantastic
tools to create such digital materials as films,
podcasts, pictures or animations. They can do
it all with a mobile phone. In our work we use
mainly free applications. However, we recommend
above all to ensure there is free and good Wi-Fi.
Without it our project may get significantly delayed.
Hint Ensuring the laptop or tablet exclusively
for the use in the project is a perfect solution.
With this the members of group will not be using
their private phones for work. It is worth discussing with the group the advantages and the disatvanatages of such a solution.
5. Online - for a moment or forever?

If our project is to remain online, it is important to discuss its expiry date. If the faces
or stories of young people appear in the project
material made public, you need to think and agree
for how long they should be available online. Discuss it with the young project participants.
6. But I don't know anything about the digital world...

Many youth workers are concerned that their
knowledge is insufficient to run digital workshops.
In this situation we suggest that they share their
duties, tasks and the project development with
the young people. They are often digital experts!
The young people may offer the workers a wide
scope of digital skills and ideas related with navigating through the internet. This, in turn, may
lead to innovative and real participation of the
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youth in the project. Try to assume the role of
moderators and mediators rather than the role of
teachers.
7. Is the youth the source of problems or part of their
solution?

There are many well-worn conceptions concerning the younger generations that may have
large influence on how we plan and coordinate
our work with the youth. The theory that the
adults "know better" is very old. Unfortunately,
the older generations would often abuse of their
authority in the interpretation and representation
of the young people. It is the so-called adultism
conception defined as a state characterized by
"unwavering fear or anxiety with regard to the
cooperation with underage participants.14 Taking
into consideration the technological changes of
the 21st century, many adults openly criticize the
activity of the young people online describing it
as the "waste of time". The anxiety and the scepticism towards the young people, which is proper of
adultism, may have negative impact on our cooperation - offline and online. In the media, culture
or politics the young people are too often erroneously perceived as the source of problems.15 In the
meantime, in our work we would find out many
times that the young people are not only the
source of knowledge but also of inspiration. In the
digital era the young experts co-create dynamic

14 Checkoway B., What is youth participation?, [w:] Children and youth
services review 2011, 33(2), s. 340-345.
15

Checkoway B., ibid.
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and creative initiatives, identify problems and
plan their solutions.
8. Let's learn together

The last piece of advice form our side is an
"open mind". We cannot forget that often (but not
always) the young people find it naturally easy
to deal with the new technologies. We should
not focus on the feeling that we lack the proper
knowledge or skills. If we make sure that our cooperation with the young people is effective, we
may end up with a couple of apps or interesting
websites more.
Have fun.
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Digital participation of the youth.
The most important issues to think
over during the projects
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Alicja Pawluczuk,
cooperation Paweł Kopeć
The digital communication offers many tools
thanks to which the projects for the youth may be
more dynamic and available for the wider public.
This is thanks to the fact that they are carried out
in both worlds at the same time – offline and online. In this section we provide a couple of hints
concerning the way of creating the digital initiatives with the young people.
1. How can we ensure ourselves the safety online?
The agreement on digital safety.

At the beginning of the workshops make sure
that the rules of participation (both online and
offline) have been agreed and are clear for everybody. In this respect you may prepare a warming-up task, during which the participants will
prepare the visual version of the digital safety
rules co-created by them. During the discussion
it is worth taking into consideration the following
questions:
• How can we guarantee the efficient flow of our
work?
• How are we going to communicate?
• How can we protect our privacy?
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The final version of agreement on the digital
safety is signed by all the project participants and
it remains in a visible place during our cooperation..
2. What does our technical digital knowledge look
like?

Run a discussion panel during which the young
people will be able to talk about their IT skills. It
may be a good opportunity to:
• get familiar with the tools that the young people use during the communication with their
peers;
• get inspired and obtain information on where
to search for digital inspirations in the future;
• find out about the internet tools that they regard as safe to use.
The group discussion on the digital knowledge
is a good opportunity for the workers to level out
the chances with the youth in the area of knowhow. Moreover, the co-creation of the bank of the
digital preferences and skills of the young people
may be a source of inspiration and innovative
methods of cooperation.
3. What digital tools area available in the project?

It is worth discussing the technologies that
may be used during the project in the group.
Think about the technologies that are free and
freely available for the young people. It is also
worth taking into consideration the following
questions:
• What digital tools area available in your organization?
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• What tools are the young participants interested in?
• Can the local library or house of culture offer
us support?
We cannot forget that the young people carry
digital technologies in their pockets! Smartphones offer many free and interesting applications that may be used in the project. It is also
worth discussing in the group the advantages and
the disadvantages of the available digital tools.
4. Have fun and learn

The work with the youth provides opportunity
to have great fun. We should remember that by
applying participatory methods we can develop
our own skills and gain new knowledge. By reading this publication you will find out that the
majority of our engaging activities promote the
creative methods as the most effective ways of
learning among the young immigrants. This creative journey may give us, the future youth workers,
the opportunity for continuous reflection on the
methods of work.
Table: The list of questions before starting the digital
project with the youth
Digital participation of the youth
1. Do we have an agreement on digital safety?

2. What kind of technologies are we going to use?
3. Have we run the analysis of our digital skills?
4. Do we need the external technical support?

YES

NO
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The website and the social media
or how to use the digital tools to
engage the young people into the
organization's activities
ProjektPolska.is
ProjektPolska.is is an organization that operates mainly in the so called cloud. In Iceland
there is no physical place that would gather the
Polish or international community. Due to the
weather conditions the easiest way to meet the
inhabitants of the island is via internet, on different social media that meet best their preferences.
The Facebook tools remain the common way to
spread all the news, petitions, mobilizing groups,
organizing events or promotions. Searching for
information, the application procedure and the
communication with the governmental, local
government and non-government organizations
takes place via their websites and e-mails.
Due to the participation and the work on the
Erasmus+ Program project divided into three
stages: diagnosis, strategy and implementation,
decided to modify and to redefine the activities,
and to specify the offer addressed to the young
people – the target group of our organization. In
our case the digital technologies replaced the
traditional methods of engaging the youth. Below
we present the methods of contact and work with
the young people, which we use currently.
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The fanpage and the Facebook group as
a start-up for a young organization
ProjektPolska.is
Elaborated by Tomasz Chrapek
Our fanpage on Facebook is run in a light, distanced and humoristic way. We present in this
way even the topics that are very serious. As the
most numerous national group in Iceland we
are co-responsible for the general image of the
foreigners in this country. For this reason we
promote on our Facebook fanpage the events
(including the Icelandic ones) and the news concerning all the groups of immigrants and we
encourage them to participate and to run discussions dedicated to their expectations and problems. We try to "play with" our Polish culture and
its interpretation. Such approach enabled us to
gather many young people – mainly the Poles,
around our organization and it provided the platform for further activities.
Below you will find a few hints that may help
you in the promotion of the activities of the local
Polish community and Polish culture with the use
of the social media:
1. The creation of the fanpage on Facebook and
other profiles such as Instagram for pictures
or YouTube for video, and connecting these
channels, thanks to which the pictures from
Instagram will be displayed automatically on
our fanpage. The tool that we used for it is
isifttt.com.
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2. The creation of coherent visual identification –
the logo, the colours, the fonts.
3. The determination of the message target group
(in our case they are Icelanders and the foreigners who live in Iceland). Preparation of the
posts, photos and videos that promote the Polish culture in a way that is easy to understand
for the group.
4. The organization of inaugural event that promotes the organization with the engagement
of the members. The event should be widely
promoted via all possible channels and described in the local media.
5. The "personalization" of the social media profiles, that is presenting the members of the
association and the individuals who create the
content.
6. The digital networking of the association, that
is the exchange of the content with the organizations, institutions or firms that operate in
similar area. Establishing the contacts with the
cultural centres (e. g. cinema or theatre) where
it is possible to organize events and to promote
the participatory activities.
7. Adding the right comment when publishing
posts from other sources to provide context for
the presented content and to suggest our preferred direction of thinking to the recipient.
8. Keeping the specified rhythm of activity on
the profiles (e. g. publication of content once a
day).
9. The creation of a group consisting of a few
people to promote and publish the posts and to
answer actively all the questions and requests.
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The role of this group is also to redirect the
questions to the appropriate institutions and
people. In this way our organization reinforces
itself in the position of the "bridge" between
the cultures.
What do we write about? What do we publish?

1. The posts that promote the events which show
the top-shelf Polish culture, e. g. the concerts of interesting bands, the exhibitions of
famous Polish artists, etc. Here you will also
find the events from the Polish calendar open
for everybody and providing the opportunity
for multicultural integration (e. g. the Easter
"egg" to which everybody can bring traditional
food that forms part of their culture), the local
events which somehow connect the cultures,
reinforce the dialogue or serve to improve the
quality of the minority life (e. g. the Multicultural Congress, the Symposium on immigration, etc.).
2. The posts that promote Poland as an attractive
tourist destination.
3. The posts that promote the attitudes of the
Poles and the foreigners who live in Iceland,
which are worth following both within the
particular cultural group and within the whole
international community.
4. The posts that promote the organization and
its achievements (e. g. the received prizes, articles on it, etc.).
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The website
ProjektPolska.is
Elaborated by Leszek Nowakowski
The website is one of our main methods to
reach the people and to mobilize them, and it also
serves as a form of exchange of information. So
far there has not been an English website in Iceland that would be addressed to the migrant community and fulfil such a role.
After carrying out the analysis and building a
new development strategy for our organization
we decided to introduce significant changes and
to rebuild the existing website to increase its attractiveness and to adjust it to the needs of our
target group ("young" people aged 20-45) and to
simplify the way it works so that more people can
take part in the content creation.
Below you will find a few hints that will help
you to create a website that is attractive for the
youth.
1. Defining the goal/goals of the website. You
need to define the goal and to build the website so as to reach the user via interaction with
your website/online community.
2. Defining the content that the user will find
on the website. The content must be informative and above all interesting for the target
group. That is why we recommend you to diversify it with the help of graphic elements
such as photos, films, presentations or infographics. The style of writing and the quality of
texts are very important.
3. Determining the website structure. After
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defining the website content we can plan what
we will post on it. It is important as with the
planned structure we can simplify the website
and its navigation. If we act this way, it will be
easier for us to achieve the assumed goals. A
simple website with its transparent construction makes it easier to find useful information
or to perform the scheduled activities.
4. Defining the website wireframe or the model
of content, structure and image without engaging the developer. The arrangement of the
content, the pictures and other elements on
the website enables us to determine whether
the assumed goals can be achieved with such
solutions. Next we can implement potential
amendments and select the appropriate materials.
5. Designing the website. This is a stage where
the graphic receives the specification of the
website and he or she prepares the graphic
design for it.
6. Building the website. We have chosen the
Wordpress software as it is a simple system
that is easy to use or to modify and it is relatively cheap at the designing stage. If the website is to be handled by many administrators,
we can achieve our goal while moving easily
within the system.
You will find the guidelines on the moz.com
website. There is also a lot of information on YouTube. Good luck!
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Warehouse with digital tools
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Paweł Kopeć
In this section we would like you to get familiar with the useful internet tools that can help
you when working with the youth. You will find
here the well-known social media, as well as the
mobile tools to play with the text, the film or the
music and the useful applications to "manage
the chaos" in the project. We take into consideration the fact that the technologies are continuously evolving, which creates new challenges and
chances for the young people. The presented applications were available in the previous months
of 2017. However, the digital trends are continuously changing and what is popular now, may be
described as an outdated technology within a
couple of months.
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MailChimp is a marketing service that

enables to send emails automatically to
a large number of recipients. It is useful
for subscriptions or invitations that must
be sent to hundreds of users.
It is free for the new businesses. The
Forever Free option: up to 2000 subscribers and 12,000 emails monthly.
More advanced solutions are available
for the fee of 9 euro per month.
https://mailchimp.com/pricing/
Twitter is a popular information and

social service where you can post tweets
of up to 140 characters, as well as links
and short videos. Called the "internet
SMS", it is an excellent tool to spread
news about our activity and to promote
projects and social campaigns, though
the limit of characters may be a downside.
free
https://twitter.com/?lang=en
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IFTTT is an application that is used

to manage many contacts in the social
media, such as Facebook, Twitter, Flickr,
Gmail, Spotify, YouTube, Instagram, Evernote and others.
It offers a wide choice of options
that enable to automatically publish
the pictures from Instagram on Twitter, to save the attachments from Gmail
on DropBox, to publish the status from
Facebook on Twitter or to save the messages from Twitter. IFTTT does not allow
you to view your social media profiles
directly in the application and it only
redirects you to the particular service
or website. The application operation is
labour intensive but it helps in the situation where we really have many accounts.
In order to use it, we need the Google
Chrome browser.
The basic version is free, the advanced versions are paid
https://ifttt.com/
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Hootsuite is an application that is use-

ful when we have accounts on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and YouTube. It covers less services than IFTTT
but it is definitely easier to operate and
it lets you to display the particular media
in the application.
It is paid; the prices start from 19
euro per month.
http://signuptoday.hootsuite.com/
pro-emea-eng-br-pplans/
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Workplace is a mobile application

designed for firms and organizations,
which offers space for communication. It
looks almost identical as Facebook and
it has the same features, such as posting
information on the wall, chat or group
creation. It is a very useful tool if we
want to separate our communication
within the organization from Facebook
but at the same time we are used to
the existing interface and options. The
downside may be the fact that the more
Instagram is an application that enacommunication channels we start to use,
bles to store and publish pictures also in the higher the risk that our collaborators
other media, such as Facebook, Twitter
will get lost.
or Tumblr. Instagram is known for using
The standard version is free. Workdifferent kinds of filters that may be ap- place Premium is free for NGOs and the
plied to the pictures. It is extremely pop- employees of educational institutions.
ular among young people and it should
The firms will have to pay for the Premibe taken into account in the projects that um version after 30th September 2017.
involve picture documentation.
https://www.facebook.com/workAdditionally, Instagram offers the ac- place/pricing/?source=topbar
cess to the Boomerang application that
TinyURL is a service that shortens the
enables to create short, one second long
videos that loop back and forth. They are URL links, thanks to which they look better when published in other social media.
like short GIFs with the use of our own
You may also shorten the links in the
recording.
service Bitly.
free
free
https://www.instagram.com/
TinyURL: https://tinyurl.com/
Bitly URL: https://bitly.com/pages/
tour
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YouTube is a popular site where you

Geocaching is a very interesting out-

may post or view video materials. As
today's youth definitely prefers watching to reading, the vlog (that is the video
blog) may be a good idea to reach a wider
scope of recipients. You may also try to
encourage the young people to use their
own recordings and to post them on
YouTube via your account. It is a great
way to engage the youth in the organization’s activities.
free
https://www.youtube.com/

door game in which you take part via a
mobile application that has the same
name. It is about hiding or seeking hidden containers. Each container is described in the application with the help
of coordinates and it is marked on the
map, and the user is provided a hintpuzzle on how to find it. In the container,
which can be any size and should be
waterproof, there is a logbook, which is a
sheet of paper on which the finder writes
his or her name on the list along with
the date of finding the container. You
may also write down in the application
that you found the container. In larger
containers you may find or leave different kinds of pledges.
You may use the game in different
ways, though the most interesting one
seems to be creating and hiding your
own container in some significant place.
It happens very often that the description of the containers situated in the
places which are special in cultural terms
contain a short historic note about them.
free
https://www.geocaching.com/play

Image macro, mistakenly called the

internet meme, is a picture with the caption attached to it that comments it in
a humoristic way. The users use it very
often to comment the current political,
social or sports events. When the picture
becomes popular, the internet users start
to share it by creating their own versions
with changed caption. Some "memes"
have become famous all over the world, e.
g. Grumpy Cat, Pieseł or Zaborcza dziewczyna.
free
https://imgflip.com/memegenerator
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Periscope is an application that ena-

bles to broadcast live video and to publish it on our account on Twitter. We can
also encourage the viewers who take part
in the event organized by us to publish
their stories, thanks to which we may
reach a wider scope of recipients.
free
http://apple.co/2qfQsSU
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Eventbrite is a global platform to

search and create events. With the application you may sell or share for free
the tickets to the events that your organize. Even if we opt for a performance free
of charge, with this application we can
require all the participants to register.
And, in consequence, we will have information on how many people are going to
come. Eventbrite is much more effective
SurveyMonkey is a platform for the
than the number of declarations on the
creation of internet surveys. It is easy to event page on Facebook. With the Eventuse, it enables to edit the surveys, e. g. to brite form we will also obtain the names
create them in the form of popular quiz- and the email addresses of the particizes. The results are saved on a current
pants, which may be useful for further
basis and you may download them in
contact with them.
different formats, which helps later with
When you organize free events, using
the data elaboration. The paid version
the platform is free. But if you create an
has many options but the free one will
event for which you charge, you have to
do in many cases.
pay for using Eventbrite.
The basic version, up to 10 questions
https://www.eventbrite.com/
and 100 answers, is free. The more adDubsmash is an application to record
vanced versions are paid.
the dubbed films and to send them via
https://www.surveymonkey.com/
communicators. We only need to choose
SoundCloud is an internet platform
the particular recording, e. g. the fragthat enables to store and publish audio
ment of the song and to record synchrorecordings. It is most often used by the
nised lips movement with the use of
artists who create music but it may also
camera.
be useful in the case of audio materials
free
other than the musical ones.
https://www.dubsmash.com/
It is totally free at registration
https://soundcloud.com/
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Canva is a program to create pres-
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Wix is an exceptionally simple tool to

entations, graphics for social media
create websites. If you need a website for
and posters or leaflets with the use of
your own project and you do not have a
thousands of attractive layouts. You
budget to employ the professionals, try
can design the graphics on your own or
to use Wix. It is a very simple program in
they can be prepared with the use of the which you create the website online. It is
available layouts. During the designing
very intuitive and it enables you to fulfil
stage it is worth using the resources of
your artistic potential. Wix offers a wide
the library that contains pictures, graph- package of website models. The website
ics and illustrations. You may also send
can be edited by many users and even
your own pictures. The program is very
the person who has little experience can
intuitive and easy to operate. There is
deal with it. It is possible to connect Wix
a user-friendly film that will guide you
with the bought domain and to configure
step by step through Canvie.
the email addresses.
A large part of the program is free. If
The basic website is free. The website
you want to have full access, you have to with additional options, such as connectpay 11.5 euro monthly.
ing the domain is paid.
https://www.canva.com
https://www.wix.com
Flickr is a website that enables to store

Tumblr is a website that enables to run

images and films that you can later publish in different social media.
The standard version is free. The pro
version is advanced and paid.
https://www.flickr.com/account/upgrade/pro

a microblog on which we can publish the
content in seven different forms: text,
image, quotation, link, dialogue, audio
or video. Tumblr is easy to operate and
it is an interesting alternative for a classical website. The problem might be the
limitation to short forms but we should
remember that the youth is not willing
to read longer texts.
free
https://www.tumblr.com/about
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Slack is a multifunctional communi-
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Facebook is without any doubt one

cator for the teams. It is a great tool to
of the most popular social media in the
manage the projects and to run commu- world and every organization just should
nication within the company or organihave their own fanpage on Facebook. On
zation. The largest advantage of Slack
Facebook you can not only promote the
is its uncomplicated, friendly form. The
organization by posting information or
interface is legible, not too complicated, sharing different content on the wall, but
the functions are easy to use and the op- also create event pages and invite peotions are really useful.
ple to attend them. Today almost every
It is all based on the channels to
event – from a big concert for thousands
which you can invite the particular usof people to an intimate birthday party –
ers. You may also send private messages. has its own page on Facebook. They say
It reminds a bit a standard chat room
that if something is not on Facebook, it
but in this case I would take it for an
probably does not exist. The service also
advantage. Within the channels you can enables to create closed groups in which
exchange text messages and files from
we can publish the content addressed
the external databases (Dropbox, Google only to its members. It may be an ideal
Drive), as well as screenshots and notool of internal communication between
tifications from different applications
the project participants or the organizaconnected to Slack. It only takes a dozen tion members.
or so minutes to learn all those details.
free
I think that this is the power of Slack https://www.facebook.com/
simplicity and accessibility are crucial
Online Badge Maker is an internet tool
elements to running effective communito create different kinds of marks that
cation.
The basic version is free but you have may be placed on the profile pictures on
Facebook or Twitter. It is a great tool for
to pay for the extended version.
the promotion of the project or the sohttps://slack.com/
cial campaign.
free
http://www.onlinebadgemaker.com/
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Scoop.it is a perfect service for the

Snapchat is a mobile communicator

researchers. It enables to search for and
to collect information related with the
particular topic or area of interests. Put
simply, it is useful when we search for an
article, news or some kind of information concerning the work with the youth,
demographics, education or space exploration. We may find them in Scoop.it
using the appropriate key words.
Although at the first glance it seems
that the application is addressed mainly
to journalists or bloggers, you can use
it to extend your knowledge in any area
before starting the project or to find inspiration with its help.
It is free for your own use. The pro
and business versions are paid.
http://www.scoop.it/

that you may use to send other users
short 10-second-long video recordings
which disappear a few seconds after they
are viewed. It is a very popular method
of communication among the youth. The
application also has the option of saving
and storing the history of recordings – it
may be useful in many projects.
free
https://www.snapchat.com/

Vine is a service where you can pub-

lish and view short, 6-second-long
videos. Since October 2016 you cannot
publish on the vine.co website (it only
serves to view the existing recordings)
but directly on Twitter. This short video
form was many times used as an advertising tool by big corporations, so you
can give it a chance.
free
https://vine.co/

Storify is a service that enables to

create stories that consist of the content
published on other services such as Facebook or Twitter. You may find there
the content related with the particular user, key word or hashtag and then
drag the particular post or tweet to your
history. You may freely edit the whole
content changing the order of elements,
deleting them or adding the new ones.
The published stories can be published
in other social media.
The basic version is free, the advanced
version – Storify 2, is paid.
https://storify.com/
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ScribJab is a multilingual tool that

enables to create and view virtual stories
in the form of illustrated books in two
languages. In spite of the fact that this
tool was designed for younger children, it
may be very useful in the work with the
young people who are bilingual. The user
creates the story, drawing his or her own
illustrations and ads the text in two chosen languages. Then they record the text.
With this application you can connect
two parts of the identity, e. g. the Polish with the Hungarian one or the Polish
with Icelandic one.
free
http://www.scribjab.com/
JibJab is a service with funny elec-

tronic cards where we may choose one
of the available video clips and then put
the pictures of our friends’ faces on the
characters that appear in the clip. An
interesting alternative for the traditional
wishes sent via internet.
paid
http://www.jibjab.com/ecards
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Lip dub is not an application or a ser-

vice but it may be a useful tool in the
work with the young people. It is a kind
of a musical video where the authors
move their lips to the song that is played
with the video. They are most often
made in the form of one long shot where
more people appear and they “sing” the
song while the camera moves through
different places within a particular building. The next step is to dub it over with
the original audio of the song. Preparing
a good lip dub requires a lot of time and
effort but the result may be surprising.
Many institutions used lip dub as a promotion tool.
free
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/
lip-dub-selfie-music-video-maker/
id894336493?mt=8
Kahoot! enables to organize an inter-

active quiz. In order to do it, you only
need to use the free online game called
Kahoot.it. It is a tool which was designed
for the needs of education. It enables to
create interaction between the participants and the coordinator.
free
https://www.kahoot.it
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Trello is an internet application to

manage projects where you can create
the lists of tasks in the form of a wall. On
the wall we place the tasks that are to be
completed, are being executed or have
already been completed. We may also assign the particular people to the specific
tasks and add notes. It is a very useful
tool if you have to coordinate the work
of many people who work on different
tasks.
The basic version is free; the business versions are paid.
https://trello.com/pricing
Dropbox is a service that enables to

store different kinds of files and to share
them to other users. You may share one
file or the whole catalogue; the tool is
useful with larger files that cannot be
sent via email in the form of attachment.
The basic version is free. Dropbox
business is paid.
http://www.dropbox.com/
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Prezi is an online platform to

create attractive multimedia presentations with minimal effort. Contrary to
the popular PowerPoint, the application
does not use the individually created
slides set in an order but is uses an innovative solution that works as a map of
thoughts.
The basic version is free.
https://prezi.com/
GIF Maker. What could be better from

the picture than the …picture that is
moving? With the GIF Maker you can
create a short loop video film (or GIF)
taken from a wider fragment, e. g. a
popular film. One good GIF can say more
than a thousand of words.
free
http://gifmaker.me/
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Participatory shaping of the project.
How to do it?
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Elaborated by Joanna Zawadzka
Each organization or informal group that is
planning to implement the projects in a participatory way should include the participation in the
organization culture and strategy. With this each
of your projects will meet the needs of the young
people. In this sub-chapter we will focus on planning and implementing the project in a participatory way. The solutions that we present here may
be modified for the needs of your activities.

Planning
Below you will find a few key aspects to take
into consideration when planning the project. In
each of them the opinions and the participation
of the young people should be taken into account.
• The clearly defined goals and assumptions of
the project that take into account the personal
and material resources that are at your disposal.
• The clearly defined expectations with regard to
the level of participation on which the activities
will be run, that is the roles that the participants will have in the project and the decisions
that will be taken with their participation.
• Determining whether and to what degree it will
be possible to implement the change that is the
goal of your project.
• Thinking about the participants who will be invited to take part in the project and making sure
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that you give all the groups of young people the
possibility to join, such as the youth threatened
by social exclusion, the youth with disabilities,
etc.
Deciding what methods of participation will the
most appropriate ones for the group that you
will work with, taking into account the project
goals, the available resources and the participants' possibilities. It is worth to consider using
different methods and to ask the young people
which of them suit them best.
Determining the principles of cooperation while
taking into consideration the agreements of the
parents and the young people to participate and
the confidentiality principles.
The creation of a set of rules for the participants; naming and communicating the advantages of taking part in the project to the
participants, such as gaining the qualifications,
the diploma, etc.
Planning which person in the team will be an
animator or a coordinator and making sure that
those people have the appropriate training.
Defining the potential barriers in the execution
of the project and thinking about the way to
remove them.

Coordination
It is very important that the people who work
directly with the youth have the skill to engage
them in the project and the ability to motivate
and to support them until the end. In the majority of the Polish community organizations they
will be the volunteers with little educational
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experience but they will have other educational
skills, knowledge or experience that they will be
able to use.
It is essential that the animators have the following basic skills and features:
• Listening carefully,
• Problem solving,
• Effective, non-discriminating interpersonal
communication,
• Facilitating,
• Sense of humour,
• Energy,
• Enthusiasm,
• Understanding approach.
Regardless of who will be responsible for the
coordination, they have to remember that their
role will consist in unleashing the potential of
the young people and not in imposing them ideas
or ambitions. The animators play an important
role in the project management and in setting the
borders and the rules of cooperation during the
project.
Let's have a look at the role of the individual
who runs the project. As the ones who manage
the initiative you will be responsible for different
tasks. Your role is defined by three main tasks that
you will have to complete:
• Management. As project coordinators you
are the ones who set the direction, make
independent decisions, motivate the others,
create the structures of communication and
moderate.
• Organization. As managers you ensure the
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quality, share the resources and manage the
conflicts.
• Accompaniment. As trainers you support
the participants, enable them to participate,
stand by their side while they search for solutions – you accompany them in this process.
As coordinators you will fulfil these three roles
simultaneously. Thus your attention will be directed to different things. If you check regularly
in which place and in what role they will need you
and if you are able to coordinate efficiently the
group activities, there is a huge chance that the
project will be a success. It will not always be easy
to reconcile all the three roles. Sometimes, as coordinators, you will be forced – in spite of the participation assumptions, to make certain decisions
by yourselves without the previous agreement of
the whole group. In the meantime, in other situations assuming the role of the companion will be
important. However, in this role you should moderate the process of decision making. It is necessary so that all the participants can identify later
with the effects of the work and be happy with it.
Of course, even if the project is fully participatory, you may take the role of coordinator during
the discussion on the undertaking or during its
realization and express your concerns with regard
to the proposed activities. It is because you have
more knowledge on the project work. However,
the final decision must be taken together. It is to
be in accordance with the project guidelines.
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What is necessary to carry out the project in a participatory manner?

• Engagement during the whole project both from
the side of the young people who take part in it
and the workers or the organization's board who
will be responsible for obtaining the funds.
• The engagement of all the participants during
the stage of drawing conclusions from the project results.
• The training of the workers and the participants
on the basics of participation to make them understand what it is in practice. The current support
in this respect during the project implementation.
• Time at each stage of the project: planning and
preparation of the project, work with the young
people during the formal project meetings and
between them, and time for management and
evaluation.
• The money for refund (at least) of the costs of
transport to the classes, the rent of the premises, the materials, the beverages, the snacks, etc.
• The schedule, that is the clearly and realistically
defined time limit taking into consideration the
holidays and other commitments that the young
people may have.
• The feedback for every person who takes part
in the project, preferably communicated in the
presence of the boards and the coordinator.
• The equipment. Depending on the needs, it is
worth investing in the equipment that will be
attractive for the project recipients. For instance, an iPad, computers or professional photographic equipment, which the young people
will use with pleasure.
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Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are the essential
elements of good cooperation with the young
people. There is no universal recipe that would
guarantee their engagement and participation in
your projects. The Polish community organizations sometimes operate "from the project to the
project" and in the fast changing reality the needs
and preferences of the young people need to be
modified. That is why the continuous evaluation
is necessary and so is the monitoring of the efficiency of our activities with regard to the needs
of the young people who we work with. The loss
of interest in the project may take place at every
stage and even the strongest and the best motivated team may fall apart if their needs are not
fulfilled. So, it is worth to dedicate some time
during each meeting to listen to the opinions of
the group on the direction of our activities. However, before the young people dare to express their
criticism, they must be sure that the organization
is open to listen not only to the positive but also
to the negative comments. It is worth organizing
an evaluation meeting with the attendance of all
the group members at least once a year and to
invite an experienced and neutral person to run it.
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Exercise "Is the progress with us"?

We invite you to take part in a very simple
exercise that will help you to check the level of
the increase of competencies of the young people
during the project. Of course, you can also think
about other competencies that are more appropriate for your project or organization. This exercise
can be done at the beginning and at the end of
activities. By comparing those moments you will
find out whether the project has contributed to
the increase of competencies of the young people
and to what degree. The participants in turn may
discover their achievements and development
needs.
Materials: the sheets with the list of competencies printed on them, envelopes, pens, a small ball
How to do it?

At the beginning explain to the participants
the goal of the task; hand out the pens and the
sheets with the list of competencies printed on
them. At this stage do not mention that a similar exercise will be done at the end of the project.
The participants have 15 minutes to get familiar
with the material and to mark on the scale their
level of particular competencies. It is worth informing them that it is very important to mark
their level of competencies on the scale in the
most accurate way. Next ask them to choose three
competencies that they care about most.
In this moment the coordinator gives the ball
to one of the participants who is to speak about
his or her three chosen competencies within
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no more than 20 seconds. The participants pass
the ball to one another till everybody has had a
chance to speak. At the end everybody receives an
envelope on which they write their first name and
surname, they put the completed sheet into the
envelope and it has to be stored till the end of the
project. For the coordinator the answers in the
column "My expectations from the project" will
be a valuable hint for the division of the project
tasks while taking into account the goals and the
ambitions of the participants.
When the project is over we again hand out the
sheets with the competencies to the participants
and we ask them to complete the column "Where
am I now?". Next, 15 minutes later we hand out
the envelopes with the sheets that they completed at the beginning and we ask them to present the three competencies that they managed
to develop in the same way as it was described
above (marking on the scale and the round with
the ball). Note! They can be totally different competencies from those that they were expecting at
the beginning! At the end you may also ask them
to provide feedback, that is whether they learned
or found out something new during the project,
something that is not on the list.
All the collected information may be elaborated in the form of a report that may be useful for
the future work.
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Time: 2 sessions x 1 hour
Participants: group of young people with whom

you work

What did we achieve

Responsibility for the tasks to which I committed
Listening to others with understanding and openness
Readiness to take the risk
Following the rules set by the team
Noticing and appreciating the potential of the
other team members
The knowledge of the tools useful in the social
activities (e. g. theatre, photography, music clips,
animation, film)
Taking care of the relations in the team
Creativity
Noticing and understanding different points of
view
Engaging in the activities on behalf of other people and environment, the willingness to participate in the social life
Feeling of being in control (I can do what I plan, I
can have impact).
Communicating with institutions and adults
Expressing one's own views, needs, emotions in an
open way, while respecting the other people

Where am I now?
Scale 1 to 10

What are my expectations from
the project? Scale
1 to 10
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Using interpersonal communication tools, such as
asking questions, providing feedback or asking for
more information when not being sure if the message is clear
The courage to speak in front of the group, e. g. to
speak about one's own ideas
Effective management of one's own tasks in the
time (e. g. defining the priorities)
Having new ideas and implementing them in life
(innovativeness)
Expressing in an accurate, brief and clear way
The knowledge of the project method and the skill
to apply it in practice
Promoting initiatives and/or projects
Getting familiar with and using the new things (e.
g. new technologies, social media)
The knowledge on how to set the goal for the
team's work on initiative
Being familiar with one's own style of learning
Showing one's own potential to work in a group
Initiating the activities
Efficient organization of the learning process to
increase its effectiveness
The knowledge of the ways of obtaining funds for
the activities in the local community (e. g. donations, sponsorship, grants, subsidies)
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How to make the project work?

Methodical know-how for those who
work with the youth
In order to reach a real participation of the
participants during the work on the project it is
necessary to have the right approach and a little
bit of educational know-how. Below we present
the elements that are important in the participatory realization of the projects.
Ensuring the right of access to information

Make sure that each of the team members has
received all the information necessary to understand the task. Give them a lot of freedom so that
they can take their own stance with regard to the
particular matter, to express their opinion and to
start the activity or to abandon it.
Appreciating the ideas

Show respect towards the ideas submitted by
the participants and ensure them that they are
valuable. It is only when everybody feels that their
ideas are taken into consideration, the group will
be motivated to fully participate in the project.
The respect towards the ideas submitted by all
the participants will lead the team to the "path of
common decision making". When you appreciate
the young people, they will have more courage to
take part in the project.
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Giving recognition

Provide clear feedback for the team members,
if you like something in their work, as positive
comments support the participation and build the
spirit of cooperation.
Noticing the experts in the participants

Do not hesitate to use the indirect forms of
recognition, asking the young people for help in
the matters that you cannot deal with on your
own or in which they will be better than you. Engage them into planning, decision making and
implementing in such a way that the young people's voice really counts. Ask them for advice.
Asking questions instead of giving orders

In order to use the ideas and the potential of
the participants that form the team, you need to
ask them such questions as: "How can you implement those ideas?", "What can help you?", "Who
else should be included in the process?", etc. Such
questions will get you further than providing
ready answers to their questions to which you can
only answer yes or no.
Creating the basis for fair play

All the team members should know from the
beginning and accept the rules that bind them
during their work on the project. Thanks to this
you may avoid potential conflicts in the group.
Fair play in practice

The real participation exists only where there
is justice. Thus, it is worth to realize that you
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assume the role of arbitrator, taking the responsibility for the solution of the conflicts. Your goal is
to take care of the flow of the work on the initiative. You decide when the particular stages of the
project will start or end, as well as on the length
of the breaks. You intervene where the rules are
broken and you remind the participants that they
should follow the agreements.
Preventing the violence

The execution of the participatory project assumes the cooperation that excludes the use of
violence. You should clearly state that you will
refuse any form of violence, both physical and
mental. Mental violence means also such situations where the young people laugh at one another, attack the others verbally due to the difference
of opinions or offend the other members. In such
moments you have to intervene so that each participant knows that you will not tolerate the behaviours based on the acts of violence.
Let them act

Give them a chance as often as it is possible
to make decisions on their own but do not leave
them alone. In the participatory approach it is important to manage the decision making processes
in the way that enables the participants to make
the decision. Help the group to define together
what those processes will look like and make sure
that the team members follow the previous arrangements.
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Searching for consensus

When there is discussion in the group and the
particular members have different opinions with
regard to the execution of the project, avoid majority voting as it leads to the situation where
there are winners and losers. In consequence, only
some participants will feel that their needs are
fully met while the others will be forced to give
up their ideas. It is much better to use the method
based on the compromise, which assumes that the
particular individuals implement their ideas but
everybody makes a step towards the position that
would be common for the whole group. Sometimes it will be time-consuming and stressful but
it will enable to a large extent to avoid dissatisfaction within the team.
Space for everybody

Let them speak. Not only the dominating individuals but also the quieter ones.
Including all those interested

Remember to include into the activities all the
participants whom the project will concern. Try to
predict the interests of the particular groups. In
this way you will build understanding with them
and reinforce your own negotiating position within the team. Next, try to wonder with your team
what can convince the particular group to your
project.
Appreciating the experience

From time to time you should evaluate the
way the team perceives the work on the project.
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Collect the comments from the team members
and after evaluating those comments adjust your
activities to the comments submitted by the participants. Introducing judgemental questions you
can obtain information on the degree to which
the participants are happy with the role they play
in the project and what could give them more
satisfaction.16

16

https://www.goethe.de/resources/files/pdf94
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Catalogue of active
methods of work with the
youth
The catalogue of methods is a collection of
ideas for social and cultural activities that were
used by the Polish community organizations from
different countries of the European Union. We got
familiar with some of them during the training
dedicated to the methods of work with the youth
as part of the project "Leaders in a minority organization" and then we tested them in our local
communities.
We described the implemented ideas in a simple and clear way so that it is easier for you to use
them. We divided them into four categories:
• Start-up – the ideas useful for the organizations that are about to start their adventures in
the area of the work with the youth.
• Creative – the methods that use different forms
of art to engage the young people.
• Outdoor – the ideas for activities that are run
outdoors.
• Pro – the methods that require more experience and the people who have knowledge on the
ways of working with the youth.
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Start-up
Empathy Map – a creative
method of participatory project
planning
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Empathy Map is a method that enables to create projects in a graphic way.
By analysing the needs of the young people it enables to understand their expectations towards the projects planned by
the organization.
Empathy Map resembles the game in
which the youth draws the scripts and
interprets the history with the help of
the prepared materials, in four aspects: 1.
Thoughts and feelings 2. Expressed opinions and behaviours 3. Fears 4. Aspirations. After the group work it’s necessary
to present and discuss its effects. You
may use large sheets of paper to make
the group work more dynamic.
Important The elaborated scripts may

concern the issues that your organization is interested in.
For instance, if you want to find out
more on the situation of the young
mothers and their access to the volunteering work in a cultural organization,
the script may sound as follows:
Ania was 19 years old and she gave
birth to her little son Patryk a year ago.

Ania decided to take him to the meeting to
the cultural centre to find out whether they
had any offers of voluntary work for the
people with small children. She is at the
first meeting.
Detailed plan of action:

Choose the topic that you are interested in and prepare the scripts. Describe the situation without the details
that you will obtain during the exercise.
It’s a good method to write the stories on
the slips of paper and to put them into a
jar or a hat from which the young people
will draw the script.
Prepare big boards divided into four
parts: 1. Thoughts and feelings 2. Expressed opinions and behaviours 3. Fears
4. Aspirations.
After the initial presentation of the
participants tell them about the idea
of the meeting and divide the group in
teams. Suggest the participants that they
should work in a team with the people
whom they don't know yet.
Present the "Empathy Maps" boards
and the task instruction, and set the
period of time in which the task must be
completed. It may be 20 to 45 minutes.
Give the teams the possibility to draw
the story and let them fill in their maps.
It’s worth listening to them during the
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work, asking questions and suggesting
ideas that will unleash creative thinking. After the time has passed, each team
presents their "Empathy Maps".
The next step is the exchange of
boards. After the exchange each team
draws two numbers (numbers from 1
to 4). They correspond to the map sections (that is: 1. Thoughts and feelings

The aim of the method
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2. Expressed opinions and behaviours
3. Fears 4. Aspirations). The task of the
groups is to search for solutions. The
groups refer to the drawn numbers and
the feelings noted down on the map by
the participants from another team. Allow 15 minutes to complete this task.
After the time has passed, the solutions
are presented and discussed in a group.

Integration, communication, team work,
experiment, creativity, problem solution,
careful listening

What skills did the young people gain?

Analysis of feelings, ability to solve problems, innovative solutions to difficult situations, projection of dreams

Number of participants

6–20

Age of participants

15–25

Human resources

1 person to run the workshops

Venue

A room with chairs

Time necessary for preparation

2 days

Time necessary for evaluation

1 day

Tools and materials

Big boards, markers, dices or cards with
numbers, jars (or other containers)

Risk factors

Difficult scripts may have negative impact
on the participants' emotions

Necessary to organize the meeting

Room for around 3 hours
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Open Meetings – the method
of informal presentation of the
organization's work and active
celebrations of Polish holidays
Polonia Nova
The meetings are aimed to pass from
the virtual world in the organization's
activity to the real world and to create
the opportunity for a physical meeting
of the organization members, the people
who cooperate with them and all those
interested in their activity or searching
for a company. The aim of the meetings is to present the particular forms
of celebrations of Polish holidays to the
interested inhabitants of the country to
which the Poles emigrated, as well as to
other immigrants.
The meetings are to enable them to
get to know the local Polish community
group and they are to form a fixed element of the organization's agenda with
the aim to encourage the new members
to cooperate. We recommend that the
meetings have informal character. They
may be organized spontaneously or they
may be planned in advance.
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Preparation of the meeting:

Choose the nearest occasion related
with the Polish tradition, e. g. Fat Thursday, Easter, 3 May.
Choose the form that seems to be the
most interesting one, e. g. on Fat Thursday the meeting might be held in a café
where the participants can buy doughnuts or fry them together.
Promote the meetings on your fanpage and in the media.
Important During the meeting it’s

worth taking a few pictures and posting
them during the event on the event page
or on the fanpage in the social media.

Catalogue of active methods of work with the youth
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The aim of the method

Passing form the virtual reality to the real life, live meeting, integration,
cultural education, maintaining traditions, headhunting

Number of participants

3+

Age of participants

any

Human resources

At least 2 people from the organization

Venue

Depending on the event and the scope of the meeting – a room, a café,
outdoor, etc.

Time necessary for
preparation

More than 1 hour

Time necessary for
evaluation

During the meetings

Tools and materials

Facebook, mobile phone with camera, other social media
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Open University – the method
of lecture, plenary discussion and
informal discussion
Polonia Nova
The main goal of the Open University
is to carry out non-formal education by
means of lectures, seminars and discussion dedicated to the selected topics.
The aim of the method is to offer access
to knowledge to the participants and to
create space for discussion on different
topics.
Example: the Open University project

was carried out, among others, in Hungary www.polonianova.hu/?page_id=22
The organization of the academic year
at the Open University step by step:
• Choose the topics/issues that you
want to discuss in the scheduled
academic year. It’s a good method
to ask the existing participants to
recommend the lectures/lecturers.
Do they remember any interesting
lecturers from their student times?
Maybe they have such a person
among their friends or relatives?
It’s also a good idea to make the
recipients the creators of the program.
• Contact the selected lecturers in order
to confirm at least the first 5 lectures.
• Agree the dates of lectures with them.
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• Organize the transport for the
lecturers and book the hotel.
• Book the lecture room (e. g. at the
local university).
• Promote the lectures.
• Coordinate the lecture scheduled in
the particular month.
• Coordinate the discussion after the
lecture. The more controversial or up
to date the lecture topic, the more
interesting the discussion.
Plenary discussion is a free discussion of a dozen or several dozen of
people (ideally up to 20, in which the
moderator is playing a significant role.
The time for the debate is around 45
minutes. The moderator is responsible
for:
• Opening the discussion,
• Presenting the topic (usually it’s related with the previous lecture),
• Presenting the debate plan,
• Encouraging the participants to speak,
• Developing the topics of discussion by
asking the right questions,
• Giving the floor to the participants
(it’s necessary to take care of the order of the speakers),
• Controlling the time of speaking,
• Controlling the overall atmosphere
and reminding the participants about
the culture of discussion,
• Indicating the discussion stages,
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• Summing up the subsequent stages or
Informal discussion resembles connew topics introduced to the debate,
versation between many people; the
• Drawing final conclusions.
moderator starts the discussion but he
or she doesn't take active part in it (they
intervene if it's necessary). They sum up
the discussion.

The aim of the method

Education, promotion of the debate as a didactic and integrative form

Number of participants

any

Age of participants

15+

Human resources

Min. 3 people – project coordinator, lecturer, moderator

Venue

A lecture room equipped with chairs, a board and a projector

Time necessary for
preparation

1 month (however, the lecturers are invited a half year or a
year in advance)

Time necessary for
evaluation

1 week

Tools and materials

Computer, projector, board, lecture room

Risk factors

Low skills to present attractively one's own knowledge by
the lecturers; the lack of interest in the discussion

What skills did the young people gain?

The skill to debate and to speak in public
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Laboratory of ideas and
good tips – a workshop and
brainstorming method
Polonia Nova
Laboratory of ideas and good tips
is a method that enables to engage the
young people in raising the standards
of the organization's activity and in the
execution of the projects. It’s carried out
by using the skills and the knowledge of
the particular individuals, as well as the
potential of the group. The analysis of
the needs and the expectations towards
the organization run among the participants enables to make its activities more
effective. The common elaboration of
the solutions for the problems that the
organization has to face (e. g. ineffective marketing and promotion of activities among the young people) enables to
implement the changes effectively. The
method may also be helpful in the recruitment of the volunteers or the creation of a group of advisers or consultants
to whom you may turn for advice or
ideas when the future projects addressed
to the young people are carried out.
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Detailed plan of action:

1. Choose the problems/issues that you
want to discuss with the workshop
participants.
2. Elaborate the exercises that the youth
is to do in order to find the solutions
for the existing problems

Below you will find the example of the
flow of the workshops with the tasks that
serve to analyse the needs of the young
people in the organization and to make
the marketing of the events addressed to
the young people more effective.
1. Present your organization in a few
words. Explain the purpose of the
workshops; ask the moderator and the
participants to introduce themselves
and to say why they decided to take
part in the workshops and what they
expect from them.
2. Ask the participants to get into pairs
and to write on the sticky notes their
expectations towards the organization that works with the youth.
3. Invite them to stick their proposals to
the previously prepared poster (e. g.
with the silhouette of a young person)
and to describe them briefly.
Important The workshops can be run
4. Ask the participants to order the ideas
by the members/employees of the organplaced on the poster from the least
ization or by the experts and professionimportant to the most important. In
al trainers from outside the organization.
this way a map of expectations of the
young people will be created taking
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into account their importance.
5. Ask the participants to propose the
events, the campaigns and the projects that suit the needs of the young
people based on the created materials
6. In the form of a 15-minute presentation make the participants familiar
with the basic terms in the area of
marketing and the tools used to promote the projects.
7. Divide the participants into two
groups. Ask them to choose 2 projects
from among those that they have previously proposed and to elaborate the
promotion strategy for those projects
on the sheets of paper. The participants should use the knowledge they
gained during the presentation.
8. In 2 groups design the leaflets that
promote your organization to draw
the attention of the young people.
Prepare paper, markers, the printouts
with the description of the organization, the previous projects, the pictures form the events, logo, etc. The
participants should not only think
over the leaflet content but also its
form.
9. Presenting the leaflets to the participants and explaining the design.
10. Sum up the workshops and ask
them for evaluation in verbal or written form. Ask the participants about
their willingness to engage in the
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organization's activities and about
the scope of their potential help. For
some people, particularly those who
know the organization very well, it
may be too early to declare their willingness to help. That's why it's worth
asking them about it after the workshops when sending them the letter
in which you appreciate their participation. On this occasion you may also
propose them the particular tasks
and projects that they might help the
organization with.
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The aim of the method

Education, mobilization, integration, team work, creativity, problem solution, social consultations

Number of participants

8-20

Age of participants

16-35

Human resources

1 coordinator, 1-2 people to run the workshops

Venue

A room with chairs and tables

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

1 month
1 week

Tools and materials

Computer, projector, board, workshop room, stationery,
printouts concerning the organization

Risk factors

The cost of the activities: if the organization decides that
the workshops will be run by external trainers, it should
take into account that the costs will be very high.

What skills did the young people gain?

The young people will gain particular knowledge on the
organization's activity, marketing and project promotion,
the management of an NGO, and the project management
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Creative
"Opowiedz mu o Szkocji, list
do Misia Wojtka" – a method for
running a literary competition

Detailed plan of action:

1. Choose the topic of the competition.
2. Invite the local educational instituPolish Cultural Festival Association
tions to cooperate and elaborate the
topic and the competition rules toLiterary competition is a method
gether with their staff.
for improving the language skills of the
3. Choose the literary form. It may be
young people, and particularly the skills
a short story, a letter, a book or carto write in Polish. At the same time (if
toons.
that's your goal) it may help them to
4. Engage the sponsors and secure atgain knowledge e. g. on the history of
tractive prizes.
Poland. In Scotland the method was used 5. Find the jurors for the competition.
during the organization of the compeThey may be writers, journalists, blogtition "Opowiedz mu o Szkocji, list do
gers, activists or illustrators.
Misia Wojtka" where the participants
6. Elaborate the clear rules of participagained knowledge on the history of the
tion in the competition including the
Polish soldiers in the post-war Scotland.
following information: allowed literThe pupils of the primary and secondary forms, the length of the text, the
ary schools were invited to the competideadline, the agreement to publish
tion and their task was to write a letter
the competition works.
to Wojtek in which they would tell him
7. Send information about the compeabout the life in Scotland.
tition. In order to reach the widest
Preparing your competition, rememgroup of people possible, engage the
ber that the topics may be different but
local cultural institutions, the Polish
they should be the source of challenge
community organizations, the diploor inspiration for the young people. The
matic posts, the local Polish commucompetition works should be presented
nity media and the social media in the
to the widest public possible. The exhipromotion campaign.
bition, book publication or publication
8. Collect the competition applications
online are only some of the examples of
and divide them according to the age
promoting the competition works.
groups.
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9. Elaborate the evaluation criteria for
the jurors. Remember to remove the
personal data of the participants in
order to ensure their anonymity.
10. It’s necessary to meet the jurors in
order to discuss the competition results with them.

11.
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Announce the competition results.
Contact the winners and organize the
award ceremony or send the prizes by
mail. Send an official thank you letter
to all the participants of the competition.

The aim of the method

Education, promotion of the Polish language and culture, increase of participation, improving the language skills

What skills did the young
people gain?

Writing in Polish language, communicating with the institutions and the
adults

Number of participants

any

Age of participants

6-17

Human resources

2 people to run the project

Venue

online

Time necessary for
preparation

2 months

Time necessary for
evaluation

2 weeks

Tools and materials

Computer with access to internet, paper and writing tools, printer

Risk factors

The lack of interest in the competition, the lack of interesting works
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Creativity workshops – the
workshop method that uses
creative ways of work and
development of competencies
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green and blue. They will symbolize 6
hats.
2. Divide the participants in groups. The
best idea would be to divide them in
Polonia Nova
6 groups but if it isn’t possible, there
may be less. It’s important that each
The aim of this method is to integrate
group consists of 3-5 people.
the team, to improve the communication 3. Ask them to propose the project that
within the team, to stimulate its creativthey are dreaming about. They can let
ity and innovativeness and to improve
their imagination run free and they
the work dynamics. Below you will find a
don’t have to think about any limits.
few forms to be used during the creativThey should write down the project
ity workshops.
name, the main assumptions and elements, the scheduled date, the venue
6 thinking hats de Bono. This exand the target group. Note! This stage
ercise enables to analyse the situation
shouldn’t take too much time. It
and the team’s resources, to approach
should be up to 15 minutes.
the problem solution in a creative way,
4. Przekaż każdej grupie kartki we
to order the thoughts and to increase
wszystkich 6 kolorach. Poinformuj,
the effectiveness of action. It indicates
jaki sposób myślenia przypisany jest
six different attitudes and perspectives
każdemu kolorowi:
from which it’s possible to perceive the
Give each group the sheets in all 6
problem. It enables to create the mental
colours. Let them know what way of
map of thoughts, to limit the discussion
thinking is assigned to each colour:
or the fight on arguments. It also makes
• White hat – realism. It symbolizes
it easier to direct the attention to the
the facts, the numbers and eveparticular way of thinking. It consists of
rything that can be researched or
taking a particular role (e. g. a critic, an
measured; if you put on this hat,
optimist, a realist, an engineer, a creative
you need to provide raw data and
artist).
facts without interpreting them.
• Black hat – pessimism. He or she
How to run it:
can see all the dangers and short1. Prepare the sheets of paper in 6 colcomings; he/she is critical and
ours, e. g. white, black, red, yellow,
careful but not emotional; he/she
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lets the logic and the facts rule his/
her life.
• Red hat – presents the emotions.
His owner shares his/her forebodings and listens to his or her intuition.
• Green hat – symbolizes creativity
and creative way of thinking. Those
who wear it, search for innovative
solutions.
• Yellow hat – optimism. Its owner
looks at everything through the
“pink glasses” and he/she finds
positive features and good sides in
everything.
• Blue hat – he/she analyses the
whole thinking process that he/she
has been through and controls its
efficient flow. He/she unites all the
hats, runs the discussion, controls
the meetings and sums up the discussion.
5. Each group works separately. All its
members take on the hats one after
another or take the particular point of
view and they express their opinions.
They use the sheets in the adequate
colour to write down all the information/points of view.
6. After finishing the work, assign a different hat colour to each group and
ask them to present their information, facts and arguments proper for
the particular colour. If there are no
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6 groups, some groups may receive 2
colours.
Lotus Flower or thinking through
metaphor. The method of group problem solution, one of the kinds of brainstorming, invented by Yasuo Matsumura
from Japan, the director of Clover Management Research. During the exercise
the participants must obey the general
rules of brainstorming, that is of generating new ideas without prejudices, such
as:
• The ideas may be as brave and absurd
as it is possible;
• We define the problem in an open way;
we use the questions starting with
“how”, “what” and not the “yes” or “no”
questions;
• The ideas can’t be evaluated, criticised
or commented;
• The ideas should be written down.
How to run it:

1. Ask the group to choose the problem
they are facing during the workshops.
2. Write down the problem on the A4
sheet of paper and stick them to the
wall or board.
3. Next, add words-associations to each
problem by sticking them on separate,
small sticky notes in the same colour
"around" the problem (that’s how the
A level is created).
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4. Cover the problem with a white sheet
of paper. Suggest the participants that
they should forget about it for a while.
5. For each association from the A level
we write more associations in the
same system but on the notes in different colour (level B is created).
6. We uncover the problem. Next, we
connect the B associations with the
problem in order to find solution
ideas. We write down the solutions
using the next colour of notes.
7. We group the solutions thematically and we place them on the graph
showing the dependence of the costs
(axe X) from the impact on the solution (axe Y). First, we consider the
cheapest solutions and the solutions
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that can have strong impact on the
project; next, we take into account
those with a strong impact and growing costs and then those with the low
costs and low impact; the ones with
the high costs and the low impact
have the least value for us
The pyramid of vision and the
presentation of solutions is a method
that enables to order the activities related with the projects. The notes made
during the exercises concerning the
dream project are to be placed on the
pyramid scheme drawn for example on
the board – in this way we order our activities.

What do we
want to achieve?
Our idea of a project
How do we want to achieve it?
What tools are we going to use?
Let’s try to change the problems
in the goals
What do we need to do to achieve the
goal? How are we going to complete the
tasks (who, where, when)?
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The aim of the method

Group integration, education and development of competencies, increasing the team work standards

Number of participants

5+

Age of participants

15+

Human resources

1 project coordinator, 1-2 specialists on the issues discussed during the workshops

Venue

Workshop room

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

1 mont
1 week

Tools and materials

Projector, computer, flipchart, writing tools, stationery

Risk factors

The expectations of the participants are not in accordance
with the discussed issues; unprofessional running of the
workshops; the costs related with the fact that the workshops are run by an external person

What skills did the young people gain?

Creative approach towards problem solution, team work,
communication, analytical thinking, project management
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"Bajka Project” – theatrical
methods in the youth integration
Polish Cultural Festival Association
"Bajka Project" is another example of
how to use the theatrical method in the
work with the youth.
Important When working with the

youth you may use a ready theatre script
or create it together with the young
people. The selection of the script will
depend on the educational content that
you would like to communicate to the
youth in this exercise.
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the performance was to be prepared in
two languages. Thanks to this the Polish children could invite their Scottish
peers to participate in the undertaking.
The tickets to the performance were sold
out. During the project execution the
children gained many psychosocial skills
and made new friendships. After completing the project the whole group said
they wanted to engage in similar initiatives in the future.
How to carry out the theatre project step by
step:

1. Define the rules of participation and
choose the team of tutors/teachExample: the group of twenty chilers who have experience in the work
dren in Scotland was to create their own
with children. At this stage it’s worth
performance based on the Polish fables
searching for advice concerning the
and legends. It was quite a complicated
legal requirements on the work with
and full of challenges task in which the
children, which may differ depending
children could test their skills to work
on the country. Prepare information
in a group. The children were responabout the project and the forms of
sible for the whole production of the
agreement concerning the participerformance – starting from elaboratpation of the children in the undering the script, the scenography, the
taking. The parents must sign the
costumes (from recycling materials)
documents.
to the division of the roles, directing
2. Run the recruitment of the particiand staging. Their tutor monitored the
pants. The recruitment in Scotland
whole workflow and offered them help if
was carried out by means of social
needed. The level of engagement of the
media and direct contact with the
children was very high at every stage of
schools, the social or cultural organipreparation. The group consisted of the
zations.
children of Polish and Scottish origin
3. Plan and run the organizational
and in accordance with their decision
meeting for the children where you

Thirdly: participation
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will present the idea, the structure,
the venue and the time of project
execution. Make sure that all the
participants are fine with the form of
activities, the venue and the dates of
the future meetings.
Organize brainstorming activity with
the aim to elaborate the script with
the team; make sure that all the children’s ideas are taken into account.
Run a warm-up and exercises that
make it easier to build the team – 2
meetings (sessions).
Training in the acting techniques – 5
sessions (may be run with the help of
the artist).
Selection of actors. Remember that
each member should have a role to
play. The children who decided not to
play in the performance may play other roles. Make sure that every person
in the team feels necessary and her or
his input in the project execution is
appreciated.
Rehearsals – 10 sessions.
Preparing the scenography and the
costumes. It’s worth asking for professional advice. Maybe among the
parents there is a person who has experience in designing and sewing the
costumes, and would like to support
the children in the execution of the
project? If it’s possible, we encourage
you to use recycling materials for the
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production of the materials – 2 sessions.
10. Organization of the first night.
Renting the premises and preparing
the marketing materials.
11. Technical preparation. It’s worth
engaging the experts who will take
care of the light and the sound during
the performance?
12. The first night.
13. A solemn celebration for all those
engaged in the project execution and
their families or friends.

Thirdly: participation
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The aim of the method

Increasing language competencies and the skills of teamwork, integration, gaining the skills to appear in the public and to listen. This
project creates an opportunity to communicate important social,
political end existential content to the young people and to encourage
the discussion.

What skills did the young people
gain?

Responsibility for the task to which I have committed. The knowledge
of the new ways of social activity. Following the norms binding in the
team. The courage to speak in front of the group, e. g. speaking about
one’s own ideas. The effective management of the tasks in the time (e.
g. defining priorities). Showing one’s own potential to work in a group.
Showing initiative.

Number of participants

20

Age of participants

6–15

Human resources

Coordinator and experts: an artist, a scenographer, the light specialist,
the sound specialist, the script writer

Venue

Rehearsal room and stage room for the premiere

Time necessary for
preparation

5 moths

Time necessary for
evaluation

1 week

Tools and materials

The costumes, the sound system, the lights. Materials for building the
scenography and creating the costumes.

Risk factors

The lack of engagement in a long-term project, the conflicts in the
group, the lack of discipline, slow progress in the execution due to the
limited number of meetings.

Thirdly: participation
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"Lopapeysa" is a graphic
method to use the product or
motif in a social campaign or
competition
ProjektPolska.is
"Lopapeysa Method”(lopapeysa
is a name of a woollen Icelandic
sweater with a characteristic pattern)
is aimed at using the particular object
or motif functioning in the culture of
the particular community/country to
mobilize the participants to search
for knowledge on a different culture
or to show certain problems that the
community had to face in the past.
The method consists of two stages:
the graphic competition and the
production of its creations/exhibition.
Example: Inviting the Poles and the

Icelanders to the competition dedicated
to the creation of a graphic sweater on
which the patterns of two cultures and
traditions – Polish and Icelandic, would be
intertwined. In the first stage of the project you could run the competition with
the award for the best pattern. In the second stage you may organize an exhibition
of the awarded works or an online exhibition with the use of the selected media, or
pass directly to the production of sweaters. You may invite the professionals from
both communities to cooperate on the
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project and they could teach how to knit
the sweaters and how to achieve the particular pattern. The ready sweaters might
be given as a present during the official
meetings with the people who did a lot on
behalf of the Polish community. The production of the sweaters on a larger scale
could also be the source of income for the
organization and the way to co-finance
the future projects.
Detailed plan of action:

1. Choose the leitmotif for the competition or the social campaign that
would be important for the particular
community.
2. Decide to which group of recipients
you address the message. The interest
of which group would you like to draw
and how would you like to achieve it
(e. g. designing competition)?
3. Estimate the budget and if it’s possible, submit the application for the
funds.
4. Assign the coordinator and search for
potential partners.
5. Elaborate together the conditions of
participation in the competition and
set the time frame.
6. Determine the contact channel – information media. For instance, you
may create a sub-website of your
organization concerning the project/
competition.

Thirdly: participation
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7. Promote the competition/project in
the local media and on your fanpage.
8. Recruit the participants.
9. Find the right people to the jury.
Search for individuals form different
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circles that know the specifics of the
competition topic.
10. Announce the results and award
the prizes. Announce the information
about the ceremony in the media.

The aim of the method

Integration of the community, education

What skills did the young people gain?

Team work and knowledge of another culture

Number of participants

any

Age of participants

15+

Number of animators

2–6

Qualifications of animators
(if needed, e. g. artist/ expert in the particular
area/professional coordinator)

Graphic artist, specialist in knitting and ethnologist

Venue

Internet plus possibly the room for exhibition

Time necessary for preparation

3-6 weeks

Time necessary for evaluation

1 week

Tools

Computer with access to internet, graphic software,
social media

Materials

Yarn for the sweater, photographic paper (for printing the pictures or works) or other materials depending on the selected motif

Scale of difficulty (1 – easy, 2 – fairly difficult,
3 – difficult)

3

Risk factors

The lack of competencies, the lack of agreement to
compromise, the risk of high costs and low quality
results

Thirdly: participation
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Outdoor
Bloody Foreigners – street
art in the promotion of a social
campaign
Polish Cultural Festival Association
Bloody Foreigners is a method to
encourage the young people to act on
behalf of their local communities. The
participants are to organize the promotion of a social campaign or cultural
event using the elements of street art.
Example: in Scotland the young peo-

ple were invited to the promotion of the
blood donation campaign and a positive
image of immigrants. The young people
also run the campaign which involved
tagging the city with the use of graffiti
templates.
Description of the execution step by step:

1. In which of your projects could such
methods be useful? Do you want to
promote a cultural event? Or to organize a happening?
2. Determine and assign the tasks to be
carried out by the team including the
following:
• Recruitment and coordination of
volunteers,
• Selection of the place where the
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happening will take place,
• Elaboration of the templates. The
number of templates depends on
how many teams will be engaged
in the tagging of the city. It’s worth
engaging the graffiti artists and if
you don’t know anybody who could
help you, you may find the tutorials
in the internet (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g1KNRfDxrFc).
3. Organize evening tagging of the city.
During the evening walk the participants are to mark the selected places
using the templates and the chalk
paint.
Important The best idea is to decide
that tagging is only possible on the
pavements and not on the buildings
in order not to infringe the property
right. It would be good to plan the action, taking into account the weather
forecast for the next couple of days.
The first rain will wash away the chalk
paint.
4. Remember to take pictures during
the action. With them you will later
be able to continue the action in the
social media.
5. The campaign in the social media.
The pictures form the action may
be used to engage the young people
online. How? Post one picture a day
asking in which part of the city the
particular tag can be found.

Thirdly: participation
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The aim of the method

Mobilization, integration

What skills did the young people gain?

Team work, creativity

Number of participants

2+

Age of participants

15+

Human resources

2 animators/coordinators, graphic artist

Venue

A room for an organizational meeting, e. g. cafe

Time necessary for
preparation

2-4 weeks

Time necessary for
evaluation

1 day

Tools and materials

Computer with access to internet, printer, projector,
film for templates, chalk paint, cardboard

Risk factors

Make sure that you have the agreement of the local
authorities to run the action; you may also inform the
local police to avoid any unpleasant surprises and not
to be accused of vandalism.

Hint

ONLY chalk paint in spray can be used for this type of
actions.

Thirdly: participation
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Stalking – the game method
Polonia Nova
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the theme, the place and the target
group).

This method enables to achieve eduExecution stage
1. Explain the rules of the game and dicational, development and integration
vide the participants in 2 groups.
goals. Stalking is an interesting way to
broaden the knowledge concerning vari- 2. The group of those who are running away sets off first. From time to
ous areas and to develop many skills
time, with the help of the ribbons, the
such as strategic and analytical thinking,
sticks and the cones they mark the
the work in the group, creativity and indirection in which they are running. It
novativeness.
should be marked clearly, especially
It’s a game in which one group stalks
in the place where it’s changing. This
another (ideally in the urban area, park
group also leaves in some places on
or forest) and completes a series of tasks
the way the tasks that are to be comon the way. The tasks are different and
pleted by the stalking group. They
they require intellectual, creative and
may also leave objects from the sack
physical effort.
that they have received at the start so
Detailed plan of action:
that the stalkers can use them to exPlanning stage
ecute the tasks (compass, jump rope,
1. Choose the theme for stalking (e. g.
a leave, a shovel, building blocks, etc.).
ecology, space, the work of Adam
The players may also use any objects
Mickiewicz, Polish legends, pop music,
they have with them.
etc.)
3. The stalking group sets off 15 min2. Prepare the materials to be used by
utes later and completes all the tasks
the players, e. g. pens, notes, ribprepared for them while documentbons, chalk, the sticks to make arrows,
ing it – taking the result of their work
the rope to attach the notes with
with them, taking a picture or making
the tasks written on them, the small
a film.
bottles which may be buried in the
4. The stalking ends when the stalkground with the notes on which the
ing group catches up with the group
tasks are written, 2 sacks with differthat is running away and after they
ent objects to be drawn by the teams
have completed all the tasks – then
and other materials (it all depends on
the stalking group wins. The running
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away group wins when they reach the
previously indicated point or when
the stalking group doesn’t complete
all the tasks.
5. After the game the team may exchange the roles – the stalkers will be
running away, but it isn’t necessary.

The aim of the method

Education, group integration, intergenerational integration

Number of participants

6+

Age of participants

6+

Human resources

2 project coordinators

Venue

A room for running organizational meetings and summing
up; the area where the game can be played

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

2 months
1 week

Tools and materials

Computer, printer, stationery, props (e. g. glass bottles to
hide the letters in them), printouts (e. g. illustrations of different leaves, tress or historical characters), ropes, ribbons,
pens, grocery products (if we plan to have snacks)

Risk factors

Weather, conflicts in the group

What skills did the young people gain?

Knowledge on the topics that appear in the stalking game,
communication, team work, creativity, non-standard problem solution, strategic thinking, acting under time pressure

Thirdly: participation
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Outdoor training for leaders
School for Leaders Foundation
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for completing the task (depending
on the number of participants in the
group) is 15 to 25 minutes.

The outdoor training for leaders is
an intensive experience of group work,
2. Exercise "Puzzle". The coordinator
which makes the basis for the diagnosis
puts the crates in the following layof one’s own weak and strong sides. Outout: 3 rows of 3 crates or 4 rows of 3
door is an excellent educational tool and
crates each. He allocates one number
great fun and challenge. This methodolto each participant (the number of
ogy is very useful in the work with young
crates always has to be one number
people of every age. The whole training
higher than the number of particiis based on a series of 3-4 exercises that
pants; in this way one crate remains
make an experience. Next, it is discussed
free). The participants stand on the
and the conclusions are drawn to apply
crates, i. e. one person on each crate
in everyday life. The training is run acin such a way that the numbers are
cording to the so-called Kolba cycle that
mixed. With this you can be sure that
has been briefly described in the theothe initial setting will enable you to
retical part of this manual. The selection
complete the task. The participants
of exercises depends on the group coorhave to arrange themselves in such
dinator. Below you will find 2 examples.
a way that the people with the subsequent numbers stand next to each
Detailed plan of action:
other, according to the scheme:
1. Exercise "Spider's web". The spider’s
2
3
web is created by hanging the rope
		 1
		 4
5
6
between the trees or posts and creat		 7
8
9
ing the adequate number of “eyelets”
proportionate to the number of parNote! You can only move using one
ticipants. The aim of this task is to
free space – by moving forth and back
get through the spider’s web to the
or left and right. You can't move diother side but only on person can get
agonally.
through one eyelet. Note: the spider’s
web is poisoned, which means that if
3. Discussion. According to the Kolba cyyou touch it you have to go through
cle it’s crucial to prepare the so-called
it again after waiting 1 turn. The time
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discussion – that is the conversation
dedicated to the exercise which has
been run. Below you will find examples of questions that may be asked to
discuss the outdoor exercises:
• How do you feel after the exercise?
• What emotions accompanied you
during the task?
• How did the simulation flow? What
was happening?
• Did you have any tactic with regard
to your behaviour?
• Which moment of the task was the
most difficult one for you?
• What element was the easiest one
and the most pleasant one?
• What conclusion can you draw
from this task?
• If it’s possible, what conclusions
can you draw from this task for the
everyday work of your team?
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Important Remember about the order of

questions. You don’t have to ask them
all, the flow of the discussion depends
on what the exercise was like: whether
it provoked many emotions, in what
atmosphere the discussion took place,
was it concrete or was the attitude more
"lose". You will read more about the otudoor training here: www.szkola-liderow.
pl/prawdziwe-emocje-o-treningu-outdoor-czego-uczymy-w-sl/.

Thirdly: participation
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The aim of the method

Team building, diagnosis of leadership potential, analysing the
mechanisms of cooperation and communication in the team

What skills did the young people gain?

Communication, cooperation in the team

Number of participants

8 to 24 people

Age of participants

10–35 years old

Human resources

1 trainer for a 10-person group; the trainers should know the
methods of outdoor training and the basics of group functioning and group process; they should have the skill to analyse
the exercise

Venue

Outdoors, the place with trees or square. A lot of space.

Time necessary for
preparation

Around 30 minutes for preparing the spider’s web; around
15 minutes for preparing the initial layout of the crates

Time necessary for
evaluation

1 to 6 hours – depending on the number of exercises

Tools and materials

The rope to run the “spider’s web”, the crates to run the
“puzzle”

Risk factors

The risk of physical injuries during the game, not analysing
or running the analysis in a wrong manner, due to which the
games won’t be used properly

Thirdly: participation
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3. Define the target group and specify
Polonia Nova
the area where the game will be held,
as well as the level of tasks and the
It’s an educational and integrative
time of duration.
method that reinforces the sense of be4. Create the script (the so-called game
longing to the group or place. The Urban
mechanism). Working on it, it’s good
Game is a few hours long (4-6 hours)
that you have the human and finanevent that takes place in the streets of
cial resources that are at your disposal
the city and includes the elements of
in your head. Engage the people who
stalking game, happening, computer
know the place very well, who are spegame or outdoor game. Usually the parcialists in this game topic or who have
ticipants (often divided in groups) with
high skills in project coordination to
the use of map and guidelines received
write the script. Decide whether it is
in the streets are to find the solution of
to be a game “for time” or it will only
the game. On the way they have to comconsist in solving all the tasks. The
plete a series of tasks, solve many puzbest idea would be to combine both
zles and prove that they are clever and
elements (the group/person who
creative. The person who will complete
solves the most tasks in the particular
the tasks first and/or gains the most
time wins the game). Next, decide if
points, wins the game.
the game will be lineal, that is whether the players will solve the tasks one
Organization of urban game step by step:
after another, from the point A to
Planning stage:
the Point B, circular – the particular
1. Choose the topic of the game (it will
groups start at different points in the
be helpful to get familiar with the
game (wheel) or free – the players
history, the topography, the culture
solve the tasks and choose the route
or the legends and the personalities
in no particular order.
related with your city).
5. Contact the potential partners (the
2. Create the plot of the game, that is
city or district authorities, other inan interesting story with distinctive
stitutions, organizations, the owners
characters that will attract the playof restaurants, pubs, shops or ciner’s attention. Include such elements
emas) who were included in the script
as: mystery, hidden treasure, spies,
and ask them to cooperate on the
kidnappings, conspirators, etc.
project. They are usually willing to
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participate; you may also encourage
them by mentioning their brands or
names as partners on your website, in
the leaflets or on the posters…
Run the recruitment of animators to
coordinate the game. You may announce an official recruitment or you
may try to reach the candidates by the
word of mouth. It’s worth to define
earlier the skills that those individuals should have based on the plot and
the character of the tasks and the
languages they should speak, as the
game will be run in those languages, etc. In spite of the fact that the
animators should have high skills in
different areas, the young people are
willing to work on the game, as it’s a
very interesting, innovative form of
spending time and gaining experience.
Elaborate the rules of the game. They
should contain the details concerning the date, the venue, the time of
duration, the way of moving in the
city, the use of transport, the mobile
phones, the way of selecting the winners, the conditions of participation
for the underage, etc.
Elaborate the tasks to be completed
by the participants during the game.
The more diverse they are, the better.
Determine the places to which the
participants must get and complete
the tasks; assign the particular task to
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the particular place.
10. Establish contact with the universities, the schools and the organizations (e. g. the scouts, the youth clubs,
the cultural centres, the schools) with
the aim to engage them in the promotion of the project among the pupils
and the members of the particular
organizations.
11. Prepare the materials to be used
by the participants and coordinators
during the game (printouts, props,
costumes, scenography, players’ card,
maps, etc.).
12. Promote the event.
13. Run training sessions for the animators (share the details concerning
the game, hand out the tasks to be
completed, define the requirements
concerning the clothes/the costumes/
the behaviour during the game, that is
taking the role and the convention).
14. Prepare starting packages for the
teams of players. They usually include: the map, the players’ cards,
water, a pen and other props depending on the needs.
Execution stage

1. Meet the team of coordinators a few
hours before the start of the game,
prepare the scenography and the
materials necessary to complete the
tasks, put on the costumes and get to
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the places in which you are to animate
Hint When creating the plot and the
the game.
script you may use the help of the experts.
2. Coordinate the game on the go.
In Poland urban games are very popular,
3. Select the winners and award the prizes. they are organized in every town and you
can even participate in the training proEvaluation stage:
grams dedicated to the organization of
Organize meetings (1-2 weeks after
urban games.
the event) with the aim to sum up the
game and to draw the conclusions.

The aim of the method

Education, intergenerational integration, social mobilization, innovative
and interesting way of sharing knowledge

Number of participants

20-100

Age of participants

7+

Human resources

2 professional project coordinators, 1-2 experts in the game topic, 10-15
game animators

Venue

A room for meetings to plan the game;
places-points in the city where the game is run

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

6 months
1 month

Tools and materials

Computer, source materials, information concerning the topic of the
game, archives, Photoshop, scenography, costumes, props, maps, printouts, fake banknotes, mobile phones with camera, tents, bicycles, grocery
products, water, music, pens, bags, etc. (selection of materials depends
on the topic and the area in which the game is played)

Risk factors

The main challenge is to coordinate the work of 10-15 animators working in many points of the city at the same time. The risk factors also
include the weather and the potential insufficient technical skills necessary to prepare the props (graphic design or building a mini bridge).

What skills did the young
people gain?

Work team, responsibility towards the group, strategic thinking, openness to risk taking, communication, creativity, going beyond the traditional ways of problem solving, acting under time pressure. The game is
also a big challenge for the young animators who often must act under
time pressure, to ensure the efficient flow of the game and at the same
time to take the roles assigned to them in the most professional and reliable way.

Thirdly: participation
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Pro
Oxford debate
School for Leaders Foundation
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• The debate is organized and run by the
Presidents: they don’t take part in the
discussion but they give the floor to
the speakers, discipline them if their
time is up and take care of the cultural
flow of the debate.
• The Presidents may count with the
help of the Secretaries who inform the
speakers about the time they have for
speaking.
• Teams sit opposite each other, the
Proposition on the President's right
side and the Opposition on the left
side. Within the closest distance of the
President the first speakers sit: Proposition Leader and Opposition Leader.
• The speaker who starts to speak approaches the pulpit on the appropriate
side. The length of the appearances
of the first speakers on both sides is 5
minutes. The next ones can speak for 4
minutes. Since the end of the first till
the beginning of the last minute the
public may ask questions to the speaker. When the first minute has passed
(or the last minute started) the Secretary will give the signal to the public
by knocking on the table. The speakers
should end their appearance not earlier than 30 seconds before and not later
than 30 second after the time runs out.

Debata oksfordzka to Oxford debate
is one of the most popular methods to
run a substantive dispute and a perfect
way to discuss even the most controversial topics. It’s not only very attractive
for the audience but it also allows to
learn discipline, briefness and the skill to
present the arguments.
The Oxford debate forces the participants to prepare on the substantive
level, to listen carefully to the opponents
and the members of their own team
and to formulate their statements, arguments and counter arguments in an
accurate way. The participants may not
only practice certain skills but it may
also be the source of fun for them.
The rules of the debate:
• Two teams consisting of 3 members
each take part in the debate: The Proposition led by the Proposition Leader
and two speakers and the Opposition
with the Opposition Leader. The teams
agree or throw the coin to decide
whether they belong to the Proposition
or the Opposition. Note! It’s also posNote! Depending on the time we can
sible to have a debate where each team
decide on a shorter or a longer time of
has 4 members.
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speaking for each speaker, e. g. 4 minutes
for the first speakers and 3 minutes for
the rest of the participants.
• The questions asked to the speaker by
the person from the audience. The person signalizes that he or she wants to
ask the question by raising his or her
hand and saying loudly: “question”.
The speakers from the opposite side
cannot ask questions. The speakers can
accept or reject the questions (with a
visible gesture or with a word “thank
you”). They are not obliged to answer
the question and they can interrupt
the askers if they think that they are
speaking too long. The time for the
question is included in the speech
time.
• After all the speakers (on both sides)
have spoken, the President orders the
debate “from within the audience” in
which the audience may take the floor.
The main speakers cannot take the
floor during this part of the debate.
The speakers “from within the audience” represent alternately the sides of
Proposition and Opposition. The Proposition speaker starts the debate. The
debate from within the audience lasts
till there are no more speakers willing to speak. However, the President
may limit the number of speakers from
within the audience. The speakers from
within the audience have no more than
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2 minutes to speak.
• The debate finishes with the appearances of the speakers "from within the
audience", after which the President
orders the voting.
• The whole audience takes part in the
voting, or a kind of judging – the judges favour either the Proposition or the
Opposition. The President counts the
votes and announces the debate winner.
The roles of the speakers in the debate:
Proposition Leader: definition of the

thesis, line of argumentation, allocation
of the tasks for the subsequent speakers
in the team, his or her own arguments.
Opposition Leader: changes in the
definition, defining the line of the opposition’s appearance, the answer to the
Proposition Leader’s arguments, his or
her own arguments.
Proposition Speaker: counter arguments, his or her own arguments that
reinforce the line or argumentation of
his or her team.
Opposition Speaker: counter arguments, his or her own arguments that
reinforce the line of argumentation of
his or her team.
Proposition Speaker: summing up the
line of argumentation of the Proposition,
contrasting it with the line of argumentation of the Opposition, rebutting the
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last arguments of the opponent, finishthe debate, the rules of behaviour).
ing the debate.
5. The roles of the speakers during the
Opposition Speaker: summing up the
debate – presentation.
argumentation of the Opposition, con6. Additional questions from the partrasting it with the line of argumentaticipants – what else needs to be
tion of Proposition, rebutting the last
explained?
arguments of the opponent, finishing the 7. Mini-debate. Determining the thesis
debate.
of the debate, e. g. do the low taxes
favour the development of entrepreA detailed plan of action
neurship?
Eexample of a script of the workshop
• We kindly ask those interested to
that aims to provide the introduction to
participate in the mini-debate to
the Oxford debate:
submit their applications (3 people
1. Introduction of the trainer, presentin favour of the thesis and 3 people
ing the aim of the workshop.
against).
2. Short group integration – integration
• Work in debate groups – the particexercises.
ipants prepare the arguments and
3. Introduction. "What do we need the
split the roles.
debate for?" – ask the question to the
• The rest of the participants prepare
group and write down the answer on
the questions “from within the
the flipchart. Sample answers:
audience”.
• It teaches the art of public appear• Mini-debate – the trainer in the
ances.
role of the President and the Secre• It teaches concrete, convincing and
tary.
factual argumentation.
• Analysing the debate.
• It teaches discipline and briefness
of speech.
You may find more information about
• It forces the participants to prepare the art of debating in an Oxford style
on the substantive level.
in the manual of the School for Lead• It teaches to listen carefully to the ers Foundation: www.fundacjasmk.pl/
opponents and the members of
images/mlodzi_gniewni/debaty/Przeone’s own team.
wodnik2013.pdf oraz w artykule: www.
4. The rules of the debate – presentation szkola-liderow.pl/sztuka-debaty-oks(e. g. the room’s layout, the flow of
fordzkiej/.
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The aim of the method

Learning the art of argumentation and expressing one’s
own views, learning how to respect the opponent and
understanding the culture of debate. Gaining knowledge in
the area of current political and social topics.

What skills did the young people gain?

Oxford debate is to teach the participants the art of factual and full argumentation and the respect for the rules
of culture; it teaches them how to respect the opponent, it
enables to practice public appearances

Number of participants

any

Age of participants

10–35 years

Human resources

1 trainer with the knowledge of methodology of the Oxford
debate per 10-member group

Venue

any room

Time necessary for
preparation

Around 1 hour to set up the tables and the chairs in the
room and to prepare the materials for the debate. The
workshop on the Oxford debate should last around 2-3
hours.

Time necessary for
evaluation

60 minutes

Tools and materials

Sheets of paper and pens to hand out to the participants
– writing down notes and arguments, preparing to the
debate. Printed rules of the Oxford debate and the descriptions of the roles of the speakers.

Risk factors

Difficulty in matching the strictly defined form of the Oxford debate; the triumph of the form of theatrical debating
over the substantive content
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Theatre of Improvisation –
theatrical methods for diagnosis
of emotions and problems of the
young people
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great opportunity to deal with difficult
topics and to carry out the diagnosis of
important problems that the young people have to face everyday in their surPolish Cultural Festival Association
roundings, e. g. at school. The first task
of the moderator is to choose a couple of
Theatre of Improvisation is a creative examples of difficult situations that may
idea to use the drama method to identify happen at school and to describe them
the fears and concerns that accompany
in 3-4 sentences. E. g.:
the young people each day. During TheaSituation: Bartek is a witness of an
tre of Improvisation workshops the par- unpleasant incident. His friend from the
ticipants take the roles and moderators
class bullies Janek, one of the pupils form a
create the situations. Playing the roles
different class, who is Bartek’s close friend.
in the Theatre of Improvisation enables They have a small fight and Bartek is trythe participants to hold common coning to defend Janek. However, the attacker
versation about them. It also provides
is bigger and stronger. Bartek tires to think
the opportunity to look at the problems
of the way to stop him without using any
from a totally different perspective and
force.
to solve them. It happens often that the
problems of the particular individuals
Enlist the emotions that the charconcern a larger group of people – the
acters may feel:
community, the school or the organization. Their detection and solution
Here we leave empty space. One of
may have impact on the improvement
the tasks of the participants will be to
of communication between the people
try to imagine what the characters felt in
within the organization. And this may
encourage them to engage more in vari- this situation and to name them.
ous common activities.
Problem: Bartek wants to defend
Important The key for the success
Janek. How can he do it?
of this exercise is a high level of trust
The task of the participants will be to
among the participants. That’s why it’s
think of a solution to this problem and
better to apply it during the later stages to play it in the scene.
of the project. This method may be a
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Actors: Bartek, Janek, the attacker
Below the description of the situation we enlist the characters that will be
played in the particular scene. In order
to make it easier for the participants to
play the scenes, we should try to limit
the number of actors to up to three people.
The moderator prepares the described
situations on separate sheets of paper
and throws them to a jar or a box. Next,
he or she asks the participants to divide themselves in the groups of 3. Each
group draws one sheet of paper and
starts to prepare to play the scene:
• They exchange the emotions that the
characters may feel;
• They propose the idea to solve the
problem;
• They prepare the exact plan of the
scene with the role division.
Important The moderator may pro-

pose to the participants to play the additional scenes in which they will be able
to deal with the problems/difficult situations that they have to face everyday –
not only in the school environment.
The description of the task execution step
by step:

1. Choose a few problematic/ difficult
situations that the young people have

2.

3.

4.
5.
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to deal with everyday at school and
describe them according to the above
instruction.
Organization of the venue. Is the
room easily available for the young
people? Will the costs be covered?
Will the food or beverages be served?
Can the young people feel comfortable during the improvisation? If those
are their first activities and the participants didn’t have the opportunity
to get to know one another before,
this task may be too intimidating for
them. If it is, think of the tasks that
might encourage them to overcome
their stage fright/fear/resistance.
Prepare the props, e. g. jars, notes,
hats, costumes, etc.
Beginning: you need to start with
introduction and improvisation
warm-up. It’s important that the participants overcome their stage fright,
stop analysing and start to feel. It’s
worth telling them that:
• In the Improvisation Theatre there
is no such term as “error” or “mistake”. Each exercise assumes the
openness to the full expression
of each participant. So, no performance is going to be evaluated;
• We remember (and remind the participants) abut the rules:
– We are in a safe place and we respect our creative work;
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– The audience is part of the stage
the reality? You may also ask the parand they are to support the actors
ticipants to think about their versions
with energy, laugh and applause.
of how the situation ends: is it a posi6. Introduction to the task. The descriptive end or a negative one.
tion of the improvisation: How many 11. Ask the next question: What can be
situations do you plan to analyse?
done so that there is a happy end to
How many minutes is the whole exerthe situation?
cise to last?
12. Summing up the meeting.
7. It would be good if the project coordiAfter the interactive performance you
nators played a sample scene to help
may run drama workshops, more meetthe participants to understand the
ings with the specialists in the particular
goal of the exercise.
area, the audience may write letters to
8. In groups the young people draw the
the characters, create ideas to tell their
notes with the described situations.
Then they have 15-20 minutes to pre- stories or to search on their own for stories related with the performance topic
pare the scene.
and to create their own projects.
9. Presenting the improvisation: each
You will find more on the use of the
group plays their scene. It’s worth
Theatre of Improvisation/drama method
to engage one person to make notes.
in the school environment on the webMaybe there is a person in the group
site of the Association of the Drama
who would not like to appear on the
Practitioners “Stop-klatka”: www.stopstage and would feel better in the
klatka.pl.
role of an observer? However, this
role should not be an excuse for more
people who wouldn’t like to play. The
notes will be necessary for the next
stage after completing the exercise,
which is the discussion part.
10. The discussion about the scene
that was played. Ask the questions to
the participants and encourage them
to exchange their impressions: What
do you remember most from each
scene? Do such scenes take place in
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The aim of the method

Communication, team work, public appearances, creativity, self-reflection, problem solution, careful listening

What skills did the young people gain?

Listening to the others with understanding and openness;
creative ways of communication; expressing views in a
precise, brief and clear way; showing one’s own potential
during the work in a group; being familiar with the new
ways of social activity (e. g. theatre, photography, music
clips, animation, film)

Number of participants

10–30

Age of participants

13–30

Human resources

Coordinator and artist with experience at work with the
young people

Venue

A room with chairs

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

3 weeks/1 month (version with costumes)
1 day

Tools and materials

Computer with access to internet, printer, containers (hat,
cap, bowl, jar, etc.); notes in different colours

Risk factors

Timidity, the lack of self-confidence
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"Budapest alternatively and in
the film" – project method
Polonia Nova
The aim of the project method is the
mobilization of the youth and their integration with the use of common interests. Additionally, the young people
broaden their knowledge in the area of
filmmaking – from the stage of planning
through scriptwriting and organizing
the film set to editing. The participants
make films on their own in which they
show the places in the city that are important for them. This method enables
to engage the people with different level
of knowledge and skills and it teaches
how to work in the team and how to
use gained knowledge in practice. With
this method the youth gains knowledge
through experience and independent
problem solution. The project usually
lasts a couple of weeks.
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consultations with an expert, presentation of films – 1 day of workshops run by
an expert.
Detailed plan of action:

1. Organize 2-day workshops divided in
2 parts:
• The first day of the workshops
during which the participants get
familiar with the most important
issues concerning the creation of
films and participate in a couple of
practical exercises: common scriptwriting, cropping, making an interview, shooting scenes in the groups.
• The second day of the workshops
organized 2-4 weeks later. During the workshops the participants
take part in the last consultations
with an expert, film edition in
groups, the presentation and the
analysis of the films.
2. After the first day of workshops the
participants should make their own
The project consist of 3 stages:
films in groups on the particular topic.
Stage 1. Getting familiar with the baIt may be a previously agreed topic or
sic issues related with the filmmaking – 1
the topic selected by the participants
day of workshops run by an expert.
(e. g. alternative Budapest). The youth
Stage 2. Independent filmmaking by
has 2-4 weeks to complete the task.
the participants, in groups or individuDuring this time make sure they have
ally. The consultations with an expert on
access to consultations with an exthe current basis throughout the period
pert – by email, by phone or via indiof 2 weeks.
vidual meetings; monitor and observe
Stage 3. The next part of the training,
the work of the particular groups and
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each person separately, give them
advice.
3. Run the second stage of workshops
(consultations with an expert, film
edition in groups, presentation and
analysis of films).
4. Run the evaluation of the project in
verbal or written form. Ask each participant to express their opinions on
the executed method, to share the
problems they encountered and the
information about what they learned,
what was most important for them,

what he they had most problems with,
etc.
Important You may ask the student

who is still learning but has a lot of
knowledge to become an expert in the
project. He or she may transmit the
knowledge to the others during the
workshop or consultation. Of course, it
would be good if you had the possibility to invite the people who make films
professionally!

The aim of the method

Mobilization, broadening the knowledge, integration

Number of participants

10-25

Age of participants

10+

Human resources

2 project coordinators, 1-2 experts

Venue

Workshop room

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation
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1 month
1 week

Tools and materials

Computers, cameras/ mobile phones, projector, board, writing tools, program for editing films,

Risk factors

Low level of engagement; diffusion of responsibility in the
groups making the film; the lack of persistence among the
participants to reach the end of the project

What skills did the young people gain?

Team work, effective communication, project management,
sense of responsibility for common work, particular knowledge and skills concerning film making (cropping, editing,
making interviews, voice recording, etc.), practical use of
gained knowledge, time management
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Teaching through stories.
Project „Polsko-Szkockie
Dziedzictwo Historyczne Tradycja Ustna”
Polish Cultural Festival Association
The method is aimed at the intergenerational integration, communication,
the skill to listen actively, deepening the
knowledge in the area of history. The
method helps to learn and share one’s
own experience. The stories touch the
deepest areas of our being; they are appropriate for the people of every age.
With the stories the participants may
establish contact with another human
being, the past, the presence and the
future.
Example: The aim of the project

"Polsko-Szkockie Dziedzictwo Historyczne – Tradycja Ustna" is to mobilize the
young people to collect and document
the stories of the people who distinguished themselves in the history and
with regard to building the historic relations. The participants were to find the
Poles who stayed in Scotland after the
2nd World War or the Scots of Polish
origin with the aim to make an interview with them, which would be used to
make a podcast. The team of volunteers
made interviews with 15 people and created 15 podcasts which are available on
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the www.polishscottishheritage.co.uk
website. During the interviews the volunteers took portrait pictures of their
interviewees, which they used to create a
multimedia exhibition.
Important The method may be used

in different projects and the selection of
topics is free. You may, for example, propose the topic of migration and record
the stories of the people who emigrated
during different stages of their lives.
The organization of the project step by
step:

1. Choose the topic that is adequate
for you project and make a list of the
people who could have interesting
stories to tell.
2. Describe the rules of participation in
the project, its goals and assumptions,
as well as the clearly defined deadlines for the execution of the tasks.
Prepare the forms to be completed by
the potential volunteers.
3. Organize the recruitment of the volunteers for the project. It might be
useful to have a person who has experience in the coordination of volunteers and good contact with the
people.
4. Run the training on making interviews and podcasts. We recommend
that the workshop be prepared by an
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experienced organization, journalist
or blogger. You may also consider carrying out the training of one person
from the team so that she or he can
later run a workshop for the volunteers.
5. The interview recording and taking
pictures according to the dates indicated by the volunteers. It’s worth
taking care of the communication in
the team, to be certain that they received good instructions and are able
to deliver the recordings on time.
6. Preparing the podcasts. You may use
a free Audacity program (www.audacityteam.org) to edit the podcasts.
At the beginning of each podcast it’s
worth posting information about the
name of the project, the organization
that is responsible for it, the person
who was interviewed and the interviewer.
7. Distribution of materials. The completed podcasts may be posted on the
organization/project website with the
use of free platforms, such as Soundcloud (www.soundcloud.com).
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The aim of the method

Intergenerational integration, communication, the improvement of the skills
of using digital technologies, improving the skill of active listening, gaining
knowledge on history

What skills did the
young people gain?

Responsibility for the task to which I committed. Listening with understanding and openness. Being familiar with the new ways of social activity. Using
such tools of communication as: asking questions, providing feedback, asking
additional questions when not being sure if the message was understood right.
Effective management of one’s own tasks in the time (setting the priorities).
Planning, organizing and managing one’s own goals and the goals of the team.
Showing initiative.

Number of participants

2-15

Age of participants

16-30

Human resources

Volunteer coordinator, expert in the area of making interviews, e. g. journalist,
expert in the area of making podcasts

Venue

A training room with access to the computer; you may also ask the participants to bring their own computers

Time necessary for
preparation

1 month

Time necessary for
evaluation

1 week

Tools and materials

Smartphone with a function of recording sound; computer; Audacity – free
software to edit podcasts;
Soundcloud – platform for publication of podcasts with the possibility to embed to the websites

Risk factors

The lack of discipline, the lack of responsibility and technical skills to make
interviews. The person to coordinate the project must know how to manage
the people so that the participants don’t lose their interest in the project.
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Project "It's ME” – Młodzi
Dziennikarze Obywatelscy
Polish Cultural Festival Association
The method „It's ME” is a way to
use civil journalism to reach different
groups. It’s a method that enables the
young people to use their communication and digital skills.
Example: The project "It's ME” was

3.

4.

carried out in Scotland in 2016. The
group of young people aged 14-17 decided to use the new technologies to
analyse the problems of the immigrants 5.
in their neighbourhood. With the use of
tablets and smartphones the participants
documented the opinions of the mem6.
bers of the local community. The edited
material was presented online and during the meeting with the inhabitants.
Description of the method step by step:

1. Start from the project plan. Where,
when and for how many people will
the activities be held? Do they need
to have any particular skills to participate? What age should the participants be? What technology are we
going to use (camera, smartphone,
computers for editing)?
2. Think about the name of the activities and auxiliary promoting materials. If it’s possible, distribute the

7.
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information materials in schools,
libraries and places where young
people like to hang out. Don’t forget
about the social media!
Before starting the course organize
the so-called taster session. It’s worth
inviting young people to take part
in the discussion offering them free
snacks, e. g. pizza!
During the taster session present the
idea of the project and find out what
thee think about it. Use their suggestions when organizing the course.
Decide with the group on the form
of communication (e-mail, group on
Facebook, SMS).
The course should offer them the access to the non-formal education in
the area of civil journalism. During
the first activities it’s worth showing the example of similar initiatives
to inspire the group. The visit of an
expert may play a similar role. Above
all, we should remember to define the
topic of our activity. What topic do
the young people want to explore?
It’s time to decide with whom and on
what topic they want to speak. Remember that the participants and the
interviewees must give their agreement to the processing of their data
before each interview. You may find
the forms in the internet. Speak to
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the young people on those question9. Film making and editing. The added
naires. Why are they important during
value of the project would be to orthe collection of audio-visual materiganize the film screening during the
als? Let the young participants search
meeting of the inhabitants or online
for an answer to this question.
(with the agreement of the partici8. The organization of the interviews
pants).
and material recording in the local
10. Sum up the project with the parcommunity. Plan in a group the acticipants. Think about what went well
tivities and assign the roles to each
and what you still need to work on..
participant.

The aim of the method

Social mobilization integration

What skills did the young people
gain?

Civil journalism enables the young people to use the communication
and digital skills. Teamwork.

Number of participants

3-15

Age of participants

15+

Human resources

Minimum 2 people – coorodinator and a volunteer

Venue

A room with access to internet

Time necessary for
preparation
Time necessary for
evaluation

1 month
1 week

Tools and materials

The task can be completed with the use of a smartphone with camera
and equipment/program for film edition (e. g. Windows Movie Maker,
iMovie)

Risk factors

Technical skills – film making, sound recording or film editing (it’s
worth learning it before you start making the films in the community). At this stage you may need help of an expert, e. g. a journalism
student or one of the young people.
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Project Managers
The School for Leaders Foundation is an institution
that takes care of the quality of public life in Poland and
among the Poles abroad. For 20 years we have been working
on behalf of the conscious development, based on the leadership values. We search for and support the leaders from
non-government organizations, local government institutions and parties or political organizations. We believe that
the individuals who have leadership skills and lead the others are the driving force of change.
The foundation is the place for meetings and dialogue.
The participants of our programs are the people of different
political and social options. The confrontation with a different point of view is one of the tools of the School: it helps
to build the culture of discussion based on respect and it
reinforces the awareness of one's own system of values and
identity that originates from it.
The participation in the programs of the Foundation is
a powerful development experience and for many Alumni
it becomes the turning point in their public careers. The
School for Leaders gives them the tools to make change and
to have impact; it deepens the level of their self-awareness
and creates the possibilities for further development.
Thanks to the engagement of the donors the basic programs of the Foundation have been free for many years. The
School for Leaders offers programs and services adjusted
individually to the needs of the clients. The profit from the
economic activity is entirely assigned to the statutory goals
of the organization.
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The Polonia Nova Cultural Association has been operating since 2007. One of the main goals of the association
is to promote the Polish culture and science and alternative
education, including the education of adults, to support the
animation of the Polish community cultural movement in
Hungary and to perform activities on behalf of the integration of the Polish cultural centres and Polish community
organizations in the world.
Since the very beginning the Polonia Nova Asociation
has put emphasis on the mobilization of the Polish youth
that lives in Hungary and has Polish roots. We encourage
them to take active part in the Polish community life by
searching for new forms of activities that are attractive for
young people, strengthen their bonds with Poland, develop
their knowledge on the history and the contemporary Polish culture and at the same time provide an opportunity
to develop their own creativity and form the future Polish
community activists. We actively encourage the young Poles
in Hungary not to be passive recipients of the association
projects but to participate in the planning process and to
coordinate the events.
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Projekt:Polska.is (PP.is) is an association that was created from the initiative of a few dozen Poles related with
Iceland. PP.is, as a platform that gathers people who want to
build a cultural dialogue between Iceland and Poland, aims
to act on the behalf of the community of both nations.
Currently PP.is is the largest non-government organization of foreign origin on the island. For this reason we present not only the largest minority group but also the rest
of the immigrants. With regard to the above we address our
activities to all the groups.
We cooperate closely with the HOLA association that
gathers the Spanish-speaking individuals in Iceland and the
W. O. M. E. N. association that gathers women of foreign
origin.

Polish Cultural Festival Association The organization
is a social enterprise that has been operating in Scotland
since 2008. It promotes the integration of Polish community
in Scotland, as well as the equality and the diversity. It carries out its goals through numerous education and cultural
activities that are addressed to all the age groups. The undertakings are run in English or Polish and English, depending on the type of the project and the recipients; they are
adjusted and scheduled, taking account of the needs of the
local communities. The organization consists of the professionals who have experience in the development of the education programs and in running social and cultural projects
with the team of volunteers.
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In the recent years our activity focused around:
• The construction of the social capital of the Poles and
other national/ethnic minorities that live within Scotland by offering them the possibility to work on social
and cultural projects. Our projects enabled many people to gain new skills and experiences – they improved
the situation of the participants on the labour market
and helped to create a network of contacts useful in the
personal and professional life (altogether, 60 volunteers
from many countries took part in a two year Polish
Scottish Heritage project; they gained the skills of running, recording and editing the podcasts and helped in
the organization of cultural events as part of the festival).
• The construction of an intercultural dialogue between
Poland, Scotland and national minorities. We established cooperation with many organizations that perform activities on behalf of national minorities, such as:
Edinburgh and Lothians Regional Equality Council, Fife
Migrants Forum, The Welcoming, Volunteer Centre Edinburgh, Edinburgh Voluntary Organisations' Council.
• The development of education programs for children
and youth that promote multiculturalism (our education program was presented to the Polish Saturday
schools and it starts to be presented in the public
schools).
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The publication was created as part of the
project “Leaders in a minority organization.
Raising the standards of activity of the
organizations that work on behalf of the
mobilization of the young representatives of
Polish communities”, financed with the funds
of the European Commission as part of the
Erasmus + Program.
The publication reflects solely the views of
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the Erasmus + Program National Agency are
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